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PREFACE 
It is the purpose of this paper to deal with the high 
state of culture attained by the mysterious Mayas of Central 
America and Yucatan. 
How old is their civilization? No one knowa. 
Where did they come from? Who can say? 
What did they wish to tell us in their writings that 
have come down through those past thousands of years? No 
one· can decipher them. 
The controversy over these points, and many others, 
has caused unlimited debate among scientists, and as yet, 
the questions remain \Ulanswered. 
What, then, is there to write about? 
These people have left us beautifully carved stone 
building·s, palaces, and ruined cities that show careful 
planning; statues, pottery, etc., that show a remarkably 
high state of culture. This is to be the field of this 
paper. 
Daniel James Stone. 
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CHAPTER I 
HISTORY OF THE MAYAS 
There are two aspects of chronology, the first of 
which is a relative one, selfcontained, and dissociated 
with any larger aspect of time relation. 
'rhe second variety of chronology, and the one in 
which this chapter is interested, has to do with definite 
epochs correlated with our own time system. prehistoric 
passing over to the historic. 
It is a peculiar thing, but man heeds not an ancient 
civilization, although known to be aged, unless he can 
establish the chronological relationship with his own times. 
In correlating tne chronology within the area of the 
Mayas it was necessary to study the stylistic development 
of architecture, pottery, statuary, and their stratifica• 
tion. This study gives relative correlations of the Maya 
civilization, but this relationship must be stated in 
definite periods of time. 
The establishment of ti.1is chronology was made possible 
through the study of the remarkable hieroglyphic remains 
including; stone inscriptions carved on buildings, stelae, 
altars, door lintels, and statues; a few painted inscrip-
tions, three codices dating back to pre-Columbian times, 
and the so-called books of Chilam Balam. 
·-~~~~~-The__outstanding intellectual achievement of the Mayas, 
as shown in their stone hieroglyphics, was the development 
1 
of an elaborate calendar. The successful deciphering of this 
calendar completed the picture of Maya chronology.l There 
now remained the task of correlating this chronology with 
that of the Christian calendar. 
In this important step a number of scientists have 
taken part. One of them, H. J. Spinden of the Peabody Mus-
eum, has shown conclusively that the Mayan calendar began 
to function in 613 B.C. 2 
This calendar was, of course, not developed in the 
single year of 613 B.c., but ~oints to a long previous de-
velopment of trained intellects capable of using mathemat-
icat terms and formulas that could only be the results of 
a long period of culture. 
One Dr. Augustus Le Plongeon, placed the date of the 
beginning of the Maya civilizations as early as 12,000 
years ago, or 10,000 and some years B.C. The doctor claims 
that he has proof with which to substantiate his statements, 3 
While other authors agree as to the great antiquity of 
this civilization, none could be found who would set the 
date as far back as this and claim any scientific veri-
fication for it. 
1 Tozzer, "Time and American Archaeology", ~a • .!u.n .. ~- J3.'!J)J. 
vol. 62, pp. 25-33, 1928. 
2 Bowditch, The Numeration, Calendar Systems and Astron-
omical KnOWiedge of the ~ayas, Cambridge, ~0; also, 
by the same author7 WOO he Age of Maya Ruins", Am. 
l-----mrthru-poJ.--o-gi--s-t-, -{-N-.s-.-)-r--r-r--,-pp-;-o-(j-?-700-,--Svtnd:en -;-H-;cr-. -, ----
11The Reuuctlon of Mayan Dates", Papers of ,lli Peabody 
Muse~ VI, No. 4. 
3 Salisbury, nnr. Le Plongeon in Yucatan", Am. Antiquarian 
Society Proceedings, 1877-1990. p. 89 
Spinden, after a much more scientific study, set the 
date of' the beginning of' the "Maya Era" as liovember 10, 
3,48b B.C., and hastens to add that the "earliest date of 
a monument, which can be regarded as historical falls a 
century before Christ'! 1 
The earliest dated inscription is on a small jade 
statuette of 96 B.C. 
l'he First Great Empire of the Mayas began about the 
3 
first century before Christ and continued until about 650 A.n. 2 
During this period, previous to 176 A.D., the calendar 
and hieroglyphic systems were being developed. 
All the great cities of the South flourished within 
this period. An early date at Tikal shows that the city 
"was doing nicelyn in 216 A.D. The earliest dates of 
Copan follow closely on th.ise of Tikal. 3 
An extension of the First Empire began about 390 A.D., 
following the eastern coast of the Yucatan Peninsula north-
ward, Sites with definite dates have been found at Chet-
umal (333 A.D.), Tuluum, Coba, (363-412), and Chicen Itza. 4 
The period of the First Empire can properly be divided 
into three minor periods: tne early period from 176 to 
373 A.D.; the middle period, 373-472; and the great period 
1 Spinden, Ancient Civilizations of Mexico, p. 132, 
2 Tozzer, op. cit., p. 36. 
3 Spinden, op. cit., p. 134. 
4 r.rozzer, ibid., and the footnote. 
4 
rtom 472 to 650 A.D. 
, The carving throughout the early period is crude and 
angular. The proi'ile presentation of the human figure is 
better handled by the artists of this time than is the front 
view. 
The middle period gave rise to some of the most beauti-
ful works of art. The sculptors in traduced a s tra1ght1'or-
wardness and purity of style. The best series of monuments 
from this period are found at Piedras Negras and NaranJo. 
r.rhe third period of the F'irst Empire was a short bril-
liant period in which many cities flourished. In addition 
to the cities already mentioned there were Quirigua, Ixkun, 
Seibal, Holmul, Nakum, Cancuen, Yaxchilan, and Palenque. 
The art of this period passes through some interesting changes, 
becoming more complex in certain·features and less complex 
in others. Architecture makes great advances. Rooms become 
wider, walls thinner, and forms more refined and pleasing. 
The calculations in the inscriptions deal more and more with 
complicated astronomical subjects and historical dates. This 
brilliant epoch seems to have come to an end through civil 
war, social decadence, or perhaps an overwhelming epidemic. 
There is evidence that yellow fever swept over Central Amer-
ica before the coming of the Europeans. The references in 
the chronicles to this period are very brief. 1 
1 Spinden, Mexica and Central America, pp. 133-134. 
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/ Following the period of the First Empire came the period 
of Transition from about 650 A.D. to 960 A.D. 
In the first half of this seventh century the southern 
cities seem to have been abandoned, as no late dates occur 
there. The ancient chronicles in the Chilam Balam books 
state that the inhabitants left their homes and moved north-
ward, not to return until 960. The cities of Chompoton, 
Tabasqueno, Hoohob, and Dsibilnooao are believeA to belong 
to this period. The architectural styles form the only 
evidence of artistic sequence available in this period. 1 
The Second Empire of the Mayas may be listed as the 
third period of their civilization extending from 960 to 
1200. This period is characterized by a note~orthy reviv-
al of architecture occuring in northern Yucatan. According 
to the chronicles the land of Chakanputun2was abandoned 
by a tribe of the Mayas known as the It\zas and Chicen Itza 
was re-established. About the same time Uxmal and Mayapan 
were founded and a league between these three principal 
cities was instituted. Many other cities such as Kabah, 
Labna, Sayil and Izamal seemed to have flourished at this 
time, but no traditions except of Izamal exist. The arch-
itectural styles of decoration during this period are more 
formal than those of earlier times. The mask panel, a face 
1 Tozzer, "Time and American Archaeology", Pan, Am. Bull., 
----J?i)-.-ZG-~'1. - - -
2 This land is most likely the central portion of Yucatan. 
reduced to a rectangular area and built up mosaic-like oft 
of separately carved blocks, is the most important motive 
but there is also a great use of geometric figures such as 
fret meanders, banded columns, and imitation didbnal lat-
tice work. 
The Toltec Period (1200-1450) was ushered in as a re-
sult of a civil war within the Mayan Empire. Hunac Ceel, 
one of the Mayan leaders, asked aid of the Toltecs of Mexico 
(the Toltecs are often referred to as Mexicans). This event 
brought a figure into Mayan hiatory whose marvelous exploits 
and accomplishments placed him in a somewhat mythical role. 
This figure was ~uetzalcoa.tl the great Toltec chieftan who 
created much of ti~ pomp and ceremony later used by the 
6 
Aztec rulers and described with such vividness by the Spanish. 
Spinden speaks of him as "one of the greatest characters of 
history, a compound of warrior, priest, administrator, and 
scientist". 1 
With his force of Mexicans he put down the Mayan civil 
war in 1191 and then seems to have subdued Chichen Itza, 
and made it into a Toltec city. 
The Toltecs brought with them a new religion and new 
art forms and the period from 1191-1450 was marked, espec-
ially at Chichen Itza, by a very strong Mexican influence. 
It has been possible to identify, in the frescoes and bas-
t----~e-:ti-e-fs-a-t-t--h-i-s-s-i-t-e-, -the-b-a-t-t-l-es-ef-t-.he-v-1-a--to~i-ous-'l!oJ..-te-c-s----------
1 Spinden, op. cit., p. 133 
and the subsequent making of peace. The portrayal of Maya 
and Mexican types is distinctive in all carvings. Chichen 
Itza has the longest recorded histor,y of any city in the New 
World, ancient or modern, of over 800 years. The Toltecs 
in Mexico proper had long since ceased to be a leading 
nation because of civil wars. 
It is interesting to note here that the early Toltecs 
had been strongly influenced by offshoots oi' the early Maya 
culture at the time of the break up oi' th.a First Mayan Em-
pire, and now arrive upon the soene a second time ae conquer-
ors and introducers of new art forms. The arrival of the 
Tolteos in Yucatan with definite dates on the Maya side 
makes it possible to supply them with an historical back-
ground for the latter part of their history, thus supplant-
ing, to some extent, their mythological dates of origins 
and migrations. 
The calendar of the Tolteos and later of the Aztecs 
undoubtedly was derived from that of the Mayas. The con-
stantly increasing sphere of influence of this people was 
centered in the important site of San Juan Teotihuacan, which 
had its greatest period from about 1000 to 1200 A.D. The 
most extensive expansion of the Tolteo power came after 
1200 and included practically all of the non-Mayan-speaking 
peoples of central and southern Mexico, Guatemala, and as 
7 
far south as Honduras and Salvador in addi~~~n to th~au~=---------------------­
cessful conquest of Chichen Itza and all the other Maya 
cities on the east coast of Yucatan. rhus the Toltecs, 
receiving the seeds of culture and the calendar from the 
early southern Mayas, later played an important part in 
shaping the destinies of the later northern Mayas in their 
last great period of history. 
It will be well to digress for a paragraph or so for the 
purpose of rectifying a prevalent misunderstanding. 
The Aztecs who have received most of the credit, in the 
popular mind, for the cultural achievemente in Mexico were 
late arrivals on the scene. They did not reach the shores 
of Lake Tezcuco, on an island of which they were to later 
build their capital, until 1325. They came as a wild hunt-
ing tribe from the north, remaining undisturbed until 1351 
when they suffered defeat and enslavement at the hands of 
the Toltecs. Their period of pre-eminence and expansion 
did not begin until 1367, and even in 1519 under Montezuma, 
they held only a fraction oi' the territory that was included 
in the Tolteo empire of 1200. Every feature of their life 
was borrowed from the Toltecs and several of the Toltec 
cities in the valley of Mexico never were completely sub-
jugated by the Mexicans. 
What caused the vivillzation of the Mayas to fall, 
about 1450, is not known. Civil war, exhaustion of cultivat-
able land, or epidemics or yellow fever may have been con-
tributory factors. 1 
1 Tozzer, "Time and American Archaelolgy", Pan. American 
Bulletin, vol. 62, pp. 37-39. 1928 
8 
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The Modern Period from 1450 to the present day was one 
of decline. Stone construction was still prevalent as we 
know from early Spanish descriptions of towns on the coast. 
Learning was still maintained by the priests and nobles, but 
there was not the centralized authority necessary for main-
taining of such luxurious capitals as had existed "in hhe good 
old days". The Itzas, in part at least, returned to one of 
their ancient seats in the south, founding the island town 
of 'l'ayasal in Lake Peten. Here Mayan culture was preserved 
until 1697 when, after years of stubborn resistance, it was 
finally destroyed by the Spaniards. 
At the present some of the old Mayan myths and religious 
practices still persist among the Lacandone Indians. Upon 
the western highlands there are preserved traditions which 
concern the ~uiches, Cakchiquels, and other Maya tribes, but 
the history does not go back more than 200 years before the 
Spanish conquest.l 
The golden days of Mayan civilization had already passed 
before the coming of the white man. 
1 Spinden, Ancient Civilizations of Central America, p. 137 
CHAPTER II 10 
THE WRITING Arm LITERATURE OF THE 1/c.AYAS 
Having written a brief his tory outlining the various 
chronological and. oul tura.l periods into which the ci vllization 
of the .Mayas might be more of less logically divided, it is 
now d.ifficul t to determine whether the next topic dealt 
with shall be their writing and literature, or buildings 
and architecture. Both are very much in evidence, and so 
inextricably interwoven as to be almost inseparable. 
A great deal of the beauty of the May~1 architectural 
embellishment was produced by the use of their oomplicated 
hieroglyphic system of writing as the chief ornamentation 
for the many buildings dotting the areas of land once occup-
ied by these highly cultured people. 
Inasmuch as a people's innermost thoughts and aspira-
tions, as well as the actualities of everyday life, are 
expressed in their literature, it will be well to studs 
Maya writing; hoping that some insight into their life may 
be gained that will aid in studying the topics which will 
be dealt with in the succeeding chapters of this paper. 
They engraved their peculiar hieroglyphics on stone 
tablets, on great sculptured monoliths, and on the walls 
and lintels of their buildings, painted them on plastered 
surfaces and on pottery, and wrote them in books. As most 
of these hierogl,YJ>hs have rounded outlin_e_s_,_e_axlY-au-tho-~s--------~--­
imagined they resembled somewhat a section of a pebble, and 
the term "calculiform" characters, from the Latin calculus, 
11 
"a pebble", was for a time applied to them, but t.nis is no 
longer in use; the term nhieroglyph"• or simply "glyph", 
having replaced it. Where carved on stone or wood they 
stand out in low relief, but occasionally they were scratched 
or incised on pottery and shells. in which instances the 
glyphs are ~uite rude. 
Inscriptions composed of these peculiar hieroglyphs 
have been found in all the ruins of temples and other build-
ings that once were under the control of the Mayas. They 
are found in various situations. some of them on stone 
slabs set on the inner walls of temples; an example of this 
type of inscription is in the possession of the Smithsonian 
Institute. This tablet comes from Palenque. 1 Stephens 
found such an extensive inscription on the walls of one of 
the Palenque buildings that he named it the "Temple of In-
scriptions". At Copan and ~uirigua the more important 
carvings are on the sides and backs of great stone statues 
that previously stood in long rows. and, in some instances, 
are still standing, in what the native priests consider 
sacred precincts. The lintels of temple doors and even the 
steps leading to them were sometimes utilized as a diepl~ 
place for some of these hieroglyphic inscriptions. 
The glyphs of the inscriptions are somewhat square in 
shape, varying from at to 4t or 5 inches square. Each of 
----these-squa-~es--,---wl:~-i-cr-l-a-~e----i-.ra-a---s-t-r-a-i-gll.-t-l-i-ne-e-P-ee-lumn-as------------
1 See photo, p. 706, Annual Report of the Smithsonian In-
stitution, 1903. 
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Fi"g. 1- Inscr :i. pt ion on sT:eJ<.a>~:;-:-------------------­
Quirigua. Typical Hayen Glyphs. 
a rule, constitutes a hieroglyph (glyph), but they are 
usually composed of several parts. This characteristic 
can not be explained in words, but will be readily under-
stood by reference to figure (1). Some of these elements, 
it will be observed, consist of lines and dots, usually 
placed at the left side of, or above, the glyphs. Some of 
the glyphs consist chiefly of an oval figure surrounded 
by a rim; in this manner: 
These inclosed characters, with a single exception, are 
12 
symbols of Mayan days. It is by these day symbols and 
month symbols, which also occur in inscriptions, that 
students ascertain that the Mayan people were the authors.l 
Bishop Diego de Landa, who went to Yucatan as a mission-
ary in 1540 and was bishop of Merida from 1573 to 1579, 
found people still living who could read the symbolic 
writing of the codices, and has preserved the forms of the 
month and day symbols, with their names attached, in his 
work Relacion de las cosas de Yucatan& This manuscript 
was found in Madrid in 1863 by the Abbe Brasseur de Bour-
bourg and published in 1864. In addition to the twenty 
l :rhomaa, Cyrus; ncentral American Hieroglyphic Writing", 
Annual Report of Smithsonian Institute, p. 705-706, 
1903 
r 
l 
I 
day signs and eighteen month signs were found the glyphs 
for the numbers from 1 to 19. As these glyphs and signs 
oocur throughout the area once occupied by the Mayas and 
are undoubtedly of Mayan origin, these people are given 
. credit for the inscriptions and numerous, now ruined, 
buildings. This manuscript is also the initial point of 
all later investigations.l 
13 
The Maya scribes did not limit themeelveg to stone or 
wood carvings, however, but wrote on painted their charac-
ters in manuscripts. Four of these manuscripts, or codices, 
as they are usually termed, remain. These are the Codex 
Troanus and Codes Cortesianus, thought by some authors 
to be parts ot· the same book, which are at Madre d. The 
Codex Peresianus, which is in Paris, ru1d the Codex Dres-
denis, which is in the Royal Library at Dresden are appar-
ently the work of different scribes. The Dresden manus-
cript is considered to be the most important by many author-
ities.2 
The first two strongly resemble each other, and were 
probably written in Chiapas or Guatemala. 
These inscriptions are on a kind of paper made of the 
maguey plant. All are Quite similar, though the number 
1 Forstemann, E., "The Maya Glyphs", Bureau~ Am. Ethnology 
Bull. 28, P• 501. 
2 Such as E. Forstemann, Thomas Cyrus, A. P. Maudsley, 
Eduard Seler, P. Schellhas. 
pages and the size vary. The Troano codex may be taken as 
an example. It consists of a strip of maguey paper about 
14 feet long and 9 inches wide, both surfaces of which were 
first covered with a white paint of varnish. The two sur-
faces were then divided int~ spaces about six inches wide 
by black or red lines across the strip, in which space 
the characters and figures, in black, brown, red, and some-
times blue, were painted. The strip was then folded back 
and forth, like a pocket map, until it contained 35 folds 
and had the appearance of an ordinary octavo volume. The 
glyphs and i'igures cover both sides of the paper, forming 
70 pages, the writing and painting seem to have been done 
after the folding, for the folds do not mar the continuity 
of any of the sections.l 
The decipherment of these codices has been very slow, 
and for years the order in which the glyphs should be read 
was a subject of much discussion among various authors, 
some contending that the reading shQUld proceed from top 
to bottom and left to right, and others insisting that the 
reverse order was correct. The generally accepted method 
14 
will be developed in the succeeding paraeraphs and an attempt 
made to explain some of the subjects dealt with in the 
glyphs and some of the reductions that seem to be correct. 
The footnotes needed in a discussion of this nature would 
1 Thomas, "Central American Hieroglyphic Vlriting", Smith-
sonian Annual Report, 1903, pp. 706-707. 
' 
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be so confusing and difficult to handle that the writer 
will take the liberty of' listing below those authors whose 
works were of use in this particular piece of work1 and 
then develop the subject in a way that seems clear to him-
self, hoping that the reader will also be enlightened. 
In the inscriptions, which usually consist of two, 
four, or six columns, the columns are to be taken by twos 
or pairs from left ot right and from top to bottom, in the 
order of the letters in the diagram: 
a b 
c d 
e f 
g h 
Where there is a single column the reading is from the top 
down, and in single horizon tal lines from the left to right. 
The order is substantially the same in carved glyphs and the 
codices. Usually in the inscriptions there are besides the 
glyphs, figures of priests, dieties, and symbolic repre-
sentations. A considerable portion of almost every page 
in the codiees consists of pictographic representations. 
1 Forstemann, E., "The Maya Glyphs", Bureau of Am. Ethnology, 
Bull. 28; same reference, "Central .American TI'alendar". 
Thomas, Cyrus, "Central .American Hieroglyphic ~7ri ting", 
Smithsonian Institute Annual Retort for 1903. 
Maudsiay, A.P., Biologia Central -Americana, edited by F.D. 
Godman and o. Salvin, "The Annual Calendar". 
Brinton, D.G., A Primer of May~ Hiero~yphics, Ginn and Co. 
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An important class of characters consists of those 
which, as is now known, denote numbers. Some authorities 
contend that t.he characters represent numbers exclusive1y. 1 
These number characters are of two distinct types; 
one, which is the usual form, is found in both inscriptions 
and codices and consists chiefly of dots and short lines; 
thus: • (one dot) signifies 1; •• (two dots) signify 
2; and so on up to four. Five is indicated by a short 
straight line, thus: ; ten by two such lines, one 
over the other; and fifteen by three linea similarly placed. 
To represent six the Mayan scribes used a straight line and 
a dot, thus: • ; for seven a line and two dots, thus: 
~; and so on up to nine (~). Eleven was denoted by 
two straight lines and one dot (_:_); and so on to 19 which 
•••• 
was represented in this manner: (;:::). In the inscrip-
topms the lines and dots are usual~ perpendicular to, and 
on the left hand side of, the glyph, while in the codices 
the linea and dots are in horizontal position as they are 
above. 
Number 19 appears to have been the greatest figure 
written with symbols of this type; other characters and 
relative position being used for the higher numbers. 
For numbers of 20 and above a glyphic form of presenta-
tion was used. In some of the inscriptions the glyphs 
1 Maudslay, Biologia Centrali-Americana, Vol. 63, p. 3. 
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were used for numbers below 19 also. In figure 1, p.l2, 
an excellent example of the double-faced system of number 
writing is shown. The top row is a ~uadruple glyph which 
will be omitted from the present discussion. In the next 
line below the glyph on the left side (number 1) represents 
the figure 9 and the glyph on the right (number 2) stands 
for the sixth order of units. The six glyphs in the right 
hand column of characters show the type of figure used to 
present numbers greater than 20. The face on the left side 
of glyph 2 stands f'or noue;.h.t, as does the left face in 
glyph five. 
It is interesting to note the_use of characters repre-
senting zeros for it shows that the Maya scribes had learned 
strict adherence to a fundamental mathematical step, no 
blanks being allowed in the representation of numbers. 
The numeration was carried to high numbers, not by 
the use of new symbols, but rather by thai r relative posi ... 
tion. Just as we denote numbers greater than those of the 
Arabic digits by the position of these digits, aa in the 
decimal system we increase the value of a number ten-
fold a.t each step to the left, i.e. 1, 10., 100.; so in the 
vigesimal system, used by the Mayan scribes, the numbers 
increased twenty-fold at each step, to indicate this they 
placed their "digits" in a column increasing in value from 
l-----the-bo-t-tom-u-pwa-I'-d-.-----A-l---i-11-e-an.-d-d-o-t-,------ffien-t-i-oned-ab-o'V-e-as-d.-e~ ... -.__ _________ _ 
noting 6, if placed at the bottom would denote s~t but if 
placed one step upward would e~ual 120, or 6x20; and if 
placed one step higher, according to their regular viges-
imal system, would equal 2,400 or 6x20x20; but in their 
time counts, which are the only numeral series in the third 
place, of third order of units, would be 6x20xl8, or 2,160. 
would equal 2,160 
would equal 120 
would equal 6 
The other steps upward increase uni-
formly twenty-fold. As they rise as high as 
the sixth step the value of the unit in 
several steps would be as shown in the column 
in figure 
6th order 
5th order 
4th order 
3rd order 
2nd order 
lst order 
2,880,000 
144,000 
7,200 
360 
20 
1 
As the day was the primary unit a single 
dot in the sixth step would denote 144,000 
days, and two dots would equal twice that 
amount; three dots three times that amount, 
and so on up to 19. This applies to each 
of these order~ except the second, where 18 
is the multiplier. These series of units of 
the various orders, can be reduced to the 
lowest denomination-which is days-just in 
the same way that we can reduce ~dollars, 
quarters, and dimes to cents". Some of the 
numeral series in the Dresden Codex amount 
when reduced, to over 12,000,000 days. 
As an example of their use of large 
numbers, one numeral series from plate LXIX 
of the Dresden Codex is presented here, the 
numbers indicated by the numeral characters 
being placed at the left in parentheses, and 
the equivalents in da¥B at the ri~~---The~--­
names placed at the extreme left (great 
cycle, cycle, etc.) are those adopted by 
.Mr. Goodman for the respective orders: 
18 
~ 
(great cycles) ( 4) 
•••• equal 11,520,000 
(cycles) ( 5 ) equal 720,000 
(katuns) ( 19) • • • • 136,800 
-
equal 
= 
(ahuas) (13) • ~ • equal 4,680 
( chuens) ( 12) •• equal 240 
-
-
(days) ( 8) • • • equal 8 
Total 12,381,728 
That is to say, 4 great cycles {or 
4 units of the sixth order or posi-
tion) equal 11,520,000 days; 5 cycles (or 5 units of the fifth order) equal 
720,000 days; 19 units o~ the fourth 
order known as katuns equal 136,000 
days; 13 ahuas (or units of the third 
order) equal 4,680 days, and so on. 
The total amount expressed by 
this series is over 12,000,000 days. 
This is a large number to be handled 
by a pre-Columbian native, yet it 
can be demonstrated by actual count 
that the Maya scribe used tiis number 
correctly in a calculation. 
days 
Having determined the numerical values of certain 
glyphs and characteristics it then remained for the author-
ities to determine how this numeration applied to the 
inscriptions found in the various temples and on the 
numerous stelae. Study along this line has led to the 
conclusion that the Mayas had a very complete and oompli-
cated system of recording dates. 
19 
Some students of the subject go so far as to say 
f--~-tha-t-a-l-l--,-(H.•-the---g~e-a.-te-r-pa-r-t-,-e1'-t-h-e-i-nsc-ri-p-t-i-ons---on-ttre·~~~~~~~~~~-
1 Op. cit., Thomas, pp. 709 and 710. 
ruins and stelae are chronological records.l This nee-
essitates a study of the Mayan calendar systems. 
During the early years of study in the field of .Mayan 
chronology the scholars were at an absolute loss even after 
20 
some considerable time had been expended in study for they 
would develop a theory that would seem possible and logical, 
yet when put to actual test would not work out, for a care-
ful count of M~an glyphs showed that the Mayas observed a 
solar year of 365 days, but when one of the longer series 
of dates, common to the stelae of Copan or ~uiriguia, were 
reduced the theory would not hold at all. Certain out-
standing events mentioned by the last of the M~an priests 
and also by the early Spanish invaders, although given de-
finite dates, could not be made to coincide with either the 
Christian or ancient Mayan calendars. Such an incident is 
the fall of M~apan, one of the later cities told of by 
Landa, who declares that a family of Mexican extraction by 
the name of Cocam practiced such constantly growing oppres-
sions that the various village chieftans at last rose against 
them and under the leadership of a powerful family, the 
Tutul Xiu, were over thrown. The central power thus being 
destroyed, the various chieftans fell to fighting among 
themselves and soon left the vicinity in chaos. This was 
___ l~s~e~e_Mauds~~y_,____Ri_o~Dgia__c_en_tr-a.lL--.Ame-r-i-cana-,-p-.-l.6-and~------------­
footnote number 1; Seler, E., Bureau of American Eth-
nology, Bull. 28, 1903, p. 337. --
certainly an important event in the pre-Spanish history of 
Mayas for it represents the national reaction against a 
government supported by strangers. Important as this event 
was very little agreement as to when it actually happened 
could be found in the chronicles of native writers. Accord-
ing to Landa it took plaoe about one hundred and twenty 
years before he wrote his Relaciones, or in the year 1436. 
Some of the native chroniclers support this date, while 
others place the fall of Mayapan as early as 1377 and 1397. 
~duard Seler, through his reckonings, oasts his lot with 
Landa. 1 
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The apparent confusion in dates remained a mystery until 
such men as Forstemann, Brinton, Seler, and Maudslay worked 
upon the belief that the Mayas came to use two calendars. 2 
Maudslay terms these calendars the annual calendar, 
and the chronological calendar. 
The division and purpose of the annual calendar will 
be dealt with first. 
The early Spanish writers state that the Mayas divided 
the days in twenty-four shorter periods, but the day appears 
to be the shortest period of time reckoning made use of in 
1 Ibid, p. 336. 
2 Forstemann, "The Maya Glyphs", Bureau of American Ethnology, 
Bull. 28, p. 501; Brinton, A Primer o~a~ Hieroglyphics 
----------'Btnn-arrd-e-o-.;-s-e-l--e-r-, -"-s-i-gn-i-!-i-oan-ce---oFt- · :e- a:y;;a-=iie~a"'i"f::e:;;n~d~a;:rr;-:::-::-_ ______ _ 
in Historic Chronology", Bureau of American Ethnology, 
Bull. 28, p. 327; Maudslay, Biolo~ia Centrali-Americana 
R. H. Porter, London, 1897. 
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Caban. J<Jzonnl1, Caunc, Altau, Ymix, 
Alum. Alulll, Almu, Alum, Alum. 
Fig • ".-The T·:rgnty Gly:1hs of th3 Days of the Months 
Fhe inscriptions. The Mayan years consisted uniformly of 
365 days. They were divided regularly into 18 months of 
20 days each, but as this would give only 360 days to the 
year (20 x 18 equals 360) it was necessary to add a supple-
mental month of five days following each eighteenth month 
in order to make the year coincide with the solar year. 
The twenty days of the month are denoted by twenty 
glyphs, (figure 2). These signs are not constant however, 
i 
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but often have slight variations to suit the fancy of the 
particular scribe, Ahuah, the last day of the month, is to 
be noted particularly in this respect, for it is repre-
sented by a number of really different glyphs, The day 
glyphs do have one constant feature though, and that is that 
they are always surrounded by a border, or frame, when used 
to represent a day in a time-count series; they also have 
other significations, and are then used without the border. 
Another fairly constant feature is that these day symbols 
are placed on sort of a pedestal, consisting of two scrolls 
coiling outward from the sides of an indented centerpiece: 1 
When a day meaning merely a period of twenty-four hours 
and not a particular day is indicated, none of the above 
1 Maudslay, Biologia Centrali-Americana, vol. 63, p. 16. 
l , 
signs are used without some distinct variation. Kan seems 
to be a favorite symbol frequently used to denote a day, or 
days, but when so used it is never surrounded by a border 
and always has two opposed curves under it. 
To each day in the calendar a numeral is attached that 
gives it an identity which, with the number of the day of 
the month it falls upon, distinguishes it from every other 
day of the same name, not only in the year but in fifty•two 
years,. or a round of the calendar. 'l11le attached numerals, 
however, count only to thirteen, so that it takes one full 
count and seven on the next to enumerate the days in their 
calendar capacity. Thus, for example, the day of Ik 1 
would fall in the month of Pop one time, and would be writ-
ten Ik 1 Pop, or 1 Ik Pop; the next time that the day of 
Ik would occur in the month of Pop it would be distinguished 
from Ik 1 Pop by the numeral 4, which would replace the 
numeral 1 and we would have the day Ik 4 Pop, or 4 Ik Pop. 
Either manner of expression is used. 1 
The months of the Mayas oonsist of eighteen regular 
months totaling 360 days, thus leaving the Maya year five 
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days short of the solar year. To take care of this differ-
ence there were five d~s added after the eighteenth month 
that were said to belong to no month at all and were called 
nameless days~ or Uayeb. These days were held in superstitious 
awe because tney are supposea.-t--o-oring oaa.-ruc~ousiness 
1 Maudslay, op. cit., p. 17. 
r 
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Fig, 3~1'he ~fin3t3(3n Cily}hs of th,3 !Jonths of the Year 
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was transacted on any of these five days. If a child hap-
pened to be born on one of these days it was certain that 
bad luck and misfortune should attend him "all the days of 
his life". Anyone born on such an unfortunate day had only 
one consolation, and that was that the Mayan calendar was 
~uite generously sprinkled, even throughout the regular 
months, with other unlucky days and so others were likely to 
be born under the same handicap. 1 (Fig. Z) 
The year of the Mayas was 365 days long, and the actual 
~ solar year is 366 days, o hou~a, 48 minute6 and 46 seconds 
so that it would seem that tl1.e excess would soon cause the 
Mayan time counts to be quite inaccurate in some of their 
longer time reckonings, but Landa assures us that they knew 
of this difference and added one day in every four years 
to take care of this variation. 2 Maudslay assures us that 
these extra days do not appear in the annual calendar or 
the chronological time counts. 3 
In connection with the year the features that allow 
the Maya calendar to return to the same day with the same 
distinguishing numeral once in each 52 years should be noted 
as the same law governs the chronological calendar, which, 
according to Maudslay, terminates with the Grand Era that 
1 j·,·J :. ·: ~-. ::. 
2 
-----S-ee-r.e.f.e-P.enoe.a-1-:f.s-ted-unde-r-f.o-o-tno-te-2-,-P-•-22_. _______________ _ 
3 Maudzlay, op. cit., p. 19. 
r 
I 
comprises 374,400 years, or 136, 656, 000 days. Maudslay 
admits that his calculations in these higher spheres are 
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only theories that he entertains "respecting this point"; and 
that the "instances are not numerous enough or conclusive 
enough in my estimation to justify a claim of absolute proof 
for them" •1 Their logicalness though, and their direct 
completion of each period to the day, seems to indicate 
that the Mayan scribes did understand such long sustained 
time counts, as they certainly had a sound basis for their 
accurate completion in their period of 52 years, or the cal-
endar round. To use the example previously mentioned, the 
day Ik 1 ?op would not occur again until a period of 52 
years had passed. This was due to their unusual arrangement 
of 18 months with 20 days being numbered from 1 to 14. 
By this arrangement each day appeared four times in each 
18 month period, and once in the 5 day month during the same 
time; therefore, by a matter of simple calculation we have: 
18 months x 4 days = 72 times that a particular day would 
reoccur in the series of regular months, but each time with 
a different numeral, plus the one time that it would occur 
in the special 5 day month = 73 days x the 20 day signs = 
1,460 days x the 13 numeral variations for each day= 18.980 
days, or 52 years for one calendar round. Taking the for-
mula developed above, without any descriptive detail, we 
have: 18 x 4 - 72 t 1 = 73 x 20 = 1,460 x 13 = 18,980 days 
1 Ibid., p. 20. 
Fig. 4 - ;,~s.yrm Chronological Glyphs 
or fifty-two years. 
The chronological calendar has been the cause of long 
and .heated debates among those who have attempted to deal 
with the Maya records. It has been known that the Mayas 
reckoned time by ahuas, katuns, cycles, and great cycles, 
but the precise length of these periods has been the point 
of argument. Some of the various attempts at the estab-
lishment of the chronological calendar have been based upon 
a year of 365 days, 1 of 260 days, and of 360 days. 2 After 
Dr, lforstemann's work and that of Brinton and Maudslay, 
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the 360 day year seems ~to be most favorably looked upon as 
the most likely choice upon which the chronological calendar 
is based. ~uite apparently the Mayas left their annual cal-
endar behind when dealing with extended time counts. 3 
In the chronological calendar the first time period 
that we find is the chuen. It is coequal with the month, 
embracing 20 days, but these have no names or numbers, and 
the period has no specific place in the year. It is simply 
an abstract period. It occurs in nearly all dates and time 
reckonings of' the inscriptions, usually in the following 
order: cycle, katun, ahua, chuen, and daw. In initial 
dates it is usually by itself and represented by the 
glyphs in the top row of Fig.4. 
1 --------~~b~d~p~-2~~.---------------------------------------------------------------
2 The latter two are mentioned by Brinton in his Primer 
of Mayan Hieroglyphics, p. 29. 
3 Maudslay, op. cit., p. 21. 
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These are not the only glyphs used to represent this period, 
but they are the ones most common in the inscriptions. 1 
The ahua is the 360 day period and is the real basis 
of the Maya chronological swstem. Everything proceeds by 
ahuas, till in succession the Katuns, cycles, great cycles, 
and grand era are formed from them. The ahua is the sum of 
the d9¥s in the regular 18 months and probably takes its 
name from the fact that it always begins with the day Ahua. 
The ahua symbol for this period of time is differentiated 
from the day si~l for ahua in form, and it has no border. 
Numerous symbols are used; a few are presented in the second 
row from the top in Fig. 4. 
The katun, the next higher position, is composed of 
20 ahuas, or 20 x 360 = 7,200 days. Some of the katun 
signs are presented in the third row of Fig. 4. 
The cycle consists of 20 katuns, or 144,000 days, and 
is denoted by glyphs that have certain similar character-
istics, but vary slightly. (See bottom row of Fig. 4) 
The great cycle is composed of 13 cycles, or 1,872,000 
days, according to Maudslay. The symbol below represents 
the 53rd great cycle: 
1 Maudslay, op. cit., p. 22. 
' 
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The culmination of the Maya chronological calendar would 
be successfully completed in the grand era, composed of 73 
great cycles, or 136.656,000 days which is equal to 374,400 
years. It is in this period of 73 great cycles that the 
chronological calendar would complete itself just as the 
annual calendar goes back to its initial date in 52 years. 
The idea of a Grand Era is rather new to the students 
of Mayan chronology and its existence is sometimes questioned, 
and further work will be necessary in this field to sub-
stantiate the theory which has been kept in harmony with the 
known facts. 
The newest and most interesting feature in Maudslay's 
work is his pointing out of two heretofore undiscovered 
features in the common calendar round system of the Mayas 
as it is carried into the longer katun and cycle periods 
of the Mayan time counts. These two features are called 
the minor round and the grand round, and serve to strengthen 
the·theory that the Mayas did know the plan of the Grand 
Era, and not just merely used it. 
The minor round is based upon the figure 73. After 
73 occurrences, and not until th~n, every period of the 
chronological calendar begins again with the same day of 
the same month, but with a different day number. This is 
the Minor Round. For example the period of twenty days, 
caiientne Cnuen, once in eacn 73 years goes res round ana: 
again the Chuen count would begin v1i th the same day of the 
month, but with a different day numeral from its preceding 
f 
.round's first day. The table below will show the results 
for the other periods of the chronological calendar: 
-
--
-
-
.) X 20 Chuen 1,460 Luster 
------ --~ 
3 X 360 Ahua 26,280 Minor Ahua Round 
--
------- -
3 X 7,200 KatWl 525,600 Minor Katun Round 
- -
3 X 144,000 Cycle 10,512,000 Minor Cycle Round 
~ X 1 , 8 7.2 , 000 Great Cycle 136,656,000 Great Cycle 
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5 
72 
-
1,440 
·-· 
28,800 
374,000 
----~--
- -
-·-·- .......•.. __ ..  
Thirteen of these minor rounds, or 949 oocurencea (73xl3} 
constitutes a grand round and is based upon the fact that 
then the periods begin again, not only with the same day 
of the same month, but with the same day number. Thus 
explained by the following table: 1 
1 Maudslay, Biologia Centrali-Americana, p. 26027, charts 
and their explanation on these pages. 
' 
Periods Days Years Calendars 
949 Chuens 18,720 52 1 
949 Ahuas 341,640 936 18 
949 Katuns 6,832,800 18,720 360 
949 Cycles 136,656,000 374,400 7,200 
It will be seen, from these tables, that the oycle 
and great cycle periods could round themselves out in har-
mon with the law governing all the rest of the scheme only 
at the expiration of the Grand Era. It was the only period 
there could possibly be in which every element of both 
calendars would be an even divisor. The Mayans have been 
systematic and correct in their mathematical and chronolog-
ical computations to an almost perfect degree; they laid 
the foundation of a calendar as accurate as the Julian, 
and it therefore seems possible to believe that the ancient 
Maya scribe did understand the maenificent reach of' their 
chronological system even to the Grand Era, although the 
ruins of their civilization have not yet shown this to be 
true. 1 
1 Morley, Sylvanus G., "Chicen Itza, An Ancient American 
Mecca", Nat. Geog. M., vol. 47, p. 63. 
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Before leaving this interesting subject it might be 
well to call attention to the perfect correlation between 
the Mayan system of numeration and their chronological 
count by comparing column IV of the above table with the 
figure on page 18. 
The study of the Mayan inscriptions has brought to 
light the great mental capabilities and attainments of 
these people, for it would be somewhat difficult for even 
a mathematician of the present day to count back thousands 
of years and determine the exaot month, day of the month, 
and day of' the week, even with his decimal system and pen, 
ink, and paper. Yet the ancient Mayan scribes were able 
to accomplish this feat with the aid of their calendar 
and cumbersome vigesimal system. 
Not only did the Mayas regulate their calendar by the 
sun, but they were able to predict the year periods of 
such planets as Venus, Jupiter, and the Moon. Venus is 
carved on temple fronts in conjunction with other constel-
lations and their movements. All the various movements 
were also made to correlate with certain periods within 
their regular calendar systems, the priests arranging cer-
tain religious festivals at the regular periods when the 
1 planets returned. 
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They knew the North Star; measured the passage of time 
1 Spinden, "Ancient Mayan Astronomy", Sci.~·· vol. 138, 
pp. 10-11. 
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at night by the Pleiades and Orion; named certain stars of 
the Gemini constellation nthe Tortise Stars"; spoke of comets 
as 11 Smoking Stars"; and had names for the Milky Way. These 
various facts are learned from a study of the ruins, parti-
cularly the Round Tower at Chicen Itza, which shall be 
mentioned again, and from the stories and fables of' the 
rather backward Indians still inhabiting the region. 1 
The crowning astronomical achievement of the .Mayas 
was the construction of a zodiac which has been preserved 
in one of the codices. This zodiac has thirteen parts, 
instead of twelve as in our own arrangement, each sign 
being an animal or bird or other object identified with a 
constellation. In connection with this zodiac they used a 
year of only 364 days divided into 13 parts of 28 days each. 
The question naturally arises as to how they arrived 
at such accurate conclusions without the aid of telescopes. 
The scientific perfection is explained by two things; first, 
the Mayas did have very accurate means of observation, and 
the second factor is their precise records as to the events 
of the various days extending over a period of a thousand 
years or so. This inclusive record made it possible for 
the Mayan astronomers to tell the exact number of days 
between recurrences of any phenomena. 
The method of observation used was to set up a crotch 
1 Brinton, A Primer of Mayan Hieroglyphics, pp.34-35. 
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.in the darkened chamber of a temple and sight through the 
chamber door, or window, at the star. Another point on the 
line of sight was then noted, perhaps a mark on the horizon. 
Then the star again reached this same position they had 
its year very accurately marked. 
The famous Hound Tower of Chichen Itza (or the Caracol 
as it is called) appears to have been used as an observa-
tory of this type. It has been discovered that three windows 
that remain in position on the second floor of the building 
give true west anc1 true south 1 ines on the h .. diagonal lines 
of sight, and two other diagonals mark certain important 
phases of the moon. The true west observation furnishes 
the poln t of sunset at the vernal and au tumnu.l equinoxes. 
Another shows the location of the moon at the time of the 
vernal equinox. The carefully formed window jams of the 
Round Tower must have been very precisely built into place 
after astronomical observations had been rnade to determine 
the proper angles at which the Jams should be placed. 
Such observations played an important part in the ritual-
istic work and festivities of the Mayan priests, and pro-
bably aided the farmer in his planting and harvesting. 1 
Although the Mayan systems of astronomy, mathematics, 
and time counts are fairly well ascertained much still 
remains to mystify the archaeologist as he gazes in fascin-
--------.:.-t-1-on-a-t-wonfre-rf-u-.t-J:-y-w-ro-u-gh-t-s-t-on-e-t-a-b±-e-t-s-o1'-ca-re-f'tt-l-l: l~~ -----------
1 Spinden, "Ancient Mayan Astronomy", Sci. Am., vol. 138, 
PP• 10-12 
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proportioned and arranged hieroglyphs, hieroglyphs contain-
ing a message that he would give fabulous sums to read. 
It is all there, not in black and white, but in stone, wood, 
and plaster. 
The famous llosetta Stone solved the mystery of Egyp-
tian writing and gave mankind a new insight into a wonder-
fully brilliant old civilization. Is there an old "Rosetta 
Stone" explaining the ancient Mayan writing system lying 
buried among their ruins? If so, where? Who shall find 
it? The finder will surely be enrolled as a member of the 
Hall of Fame. 
Is it not possible that some old Mayan priest learned 
Spanish and interpreted the writings of his people into 
that language? Or perhaps an early Catholic father frat-
ernized with a Mayan priest; g~aining from him the secrets 
of' the glyphs. E'urther search may bring startling revel-
ations. 
CHAPTER III 
THE BUILDINGS AND ARCHITECTURE OF THE MAYAS 
The most impressive features of the early Mayan remains 
are undoubtedly the ruins of their great temples and cities 
of stone that caused the early Spanish invaders to gasp in 
astonishment, and today exoite the wonder and admiration of 
all who view them. 
In the limited scope of this paper it would be impos• 
sible to discuss the ruins of each of the numerous Mayan 
towns that dotted the regions inhabited by them, so the 
general plans and styles of buildings found in the various 
Mayan cities will be discussed. 
The materials used in Mayan building construction were 
limestone, mortar, earth and small stones, wooden beams, 
and stuoco. 
The limestone used is quite common to Yucatan regions 
and is often found in large slabs that have been dissolved 
by the erosive work of many rivers. These great slabs were 
well suited to the needs of the Mayan builders who used 
them as a veneer for the outer surface of the buildings, for 
the Mayan architects did not, as a rule, use massive pieces 
of stone set one upon the other as is commonly believed. 
The mortar used by the Mayas made their buildings es-
sentially monolithic. It was made by burning the limestone 
into lime and then, after slaking, it was applied to the 
center masses of the walls which were composed of broken 
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. Fw •• 5').-Transverse section of a typical Yucatec building. 
a. Lower wnll with doorway. 
6. Doorway, . 
r. Wooden lintels. 
d. Communication doorway. 
e. Inner fnce of arch. 
f. Capstones of arch. 
g. Lower string-course. 
II. Decorated entnblnture. 
i, Upper string-course. 1: Flyiug fa~de with ornament (sometimes added}. 
k. Cornice of last . 
. I. Roof-crest with ornament (sometimes substituted for;). 
pieces of limestone and rubble. It also held the surface 
stones in place. 
·v1ooden beams were used as door lintels. Usually two or 
three timbers were used over each doorway. One of the fav-
orite woods used was the zapote.l 
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In one case we find wooden beams used to support a. roof. 
This was a roof of a second story room in the Sq_uare Tower 
at Palenq_ue. 2 
The stucco was used as plaster for interior decorative 
wall designs, and also 1' or filling in, or rounding out, any 
imperfections in the exterior stone workmanship. 
The Mayan buildings can be properly divided into three 
structural components: The truncated pyramidal base upon 
which the temples were erected; the building proper; and the 
superstructure which was a decorative feature. 
The style of construction is the same for both the base 
platforms and the main structure. The facing stones of lime-
stone were smoothed on the outside and left rough-hewn and 
pointed on the inside. It is likely that these facing stones 
were helk in place between forms, and the lime mortar and 
rubble filled in between. The facing stones were gripped 
securely by the internal mass and made the wall of monolithic 
staunchness. (Fig. 5) 
1 Spinden, H. J., ~cient Civili~~~io~of_~~-~~~~ pp. 67-71. 
2 Joyce, Thomas A., Mexican Archaeology, p. 331. 
The bases varied from low platforms that covered a 
large area and supported several pyramids. which in their 
turn served to uphold temples. to lofty, truncated pyramids 
supporting a single temple. 'I'he sides of the platform mound 
are sometimes given a steep slope. or are sometimes built 
vertically or nearly eo, the latter style seeming to be a 
form characteristic of Yuoatan.l The pyramids are usually 
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of the stepped variety, and the risers ar~ set in at each 
succeeding elevation. The flat top of the pyramid was gained 
by ascending a flight of broad stairs running up the center 
of one of the faces from the ground to the top. Occasion-
ally a pyramid has been found that had more than one flight 
of stairs. In such instances one of the flights was appar-
ently considered to be the "front steps" for their decoration 
was much more intricate. Often these stairways were flanked 
by elaborately carved balustrades, such as the famous feath-
ered serpents on one of the Chichen Itza mounds. 2 The heads 
of the serpents are extended on the ground at the foot of the 
pyramid with the bodies extending to the top of the flight. 
The rises of the steps were often utilized to display a 
single row of glyphs. Practically all of the pyramids 
served as supports for buildings, but a few have been found 
1 Ibid., p. 320 
2 Balboa Park Museum, restored reproductions, and minia-
tures, and other valuable material studied by the writ-
er on a trip to San Diego, Calif •• Sept. 26-30, 1930. 
i 
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that had no stairs and were used as burial mounds. 1 For 
~he most part the pyramids are rectangular in shape, but 
here again exceptions are found where the nature of the 
terrain selected for the temple site has made it necessary 
to vary the conventional form, though, because of the wide-
spread distribution ot' the former, it was probably with a 
degree of reluctance that the ancient builders adopted the 
irregular form. 2 
Excavation of some of the mounds ham revea.led a layer 
of cement at a considerable depth beneath the later face 
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of the pyramid. This would seem to indicate thnt the mounds 
were sometimes enlarged, and the facing stones probably 
removed to decorate the new structure. 3 
The form of the typical Mayan building was to a great 
extent conditioned by the fact that the architect was ig-
norant of the principle of the true arch. The walls, 
built very thick, were carried up to the desired height, 
and then the mason began to build inward at a very wide 
angle, allowing successive courses to overlap, until those 
on the opposite walls approached near enough for the space 
to be bridged by single slabs. Meanwhile the outer faces 
of the walls were carried up vertically, or at a slope, and 
the exterior of the roof was finished off flat, or with a 
1 Joyce, op. cit., pp. 321-322. 
2 Ibid., p. 321. 
~ Ibid., p. 322, and Spinden, H. J., .M:emoirs of the Pea-
~ Museum, vol. 6, pp. 98-99. 
c 
FJG, ,~-Examples of Maya buildings. 
a. Single-chambered building. 
b, Multiple-chambered building. ·· 
c. The round tower at Chichen ltza (restored):: . . . 
d. Building at Chichen Itza wtth sloping entablature ., 
of Palenque type. '. . , . , ::'" :, ;, 
c, Palenque type of temple. ' , ,., .: 
f. The square tower at Palenque (~estored), 
(After Ilolllw) '., 
very slight gable; see E'ig. 6. 
The distance between the spring of the vault and the 
apex was considerable, and this afforded an excellent place 
on the exterior face for ornamentation. This space, desig-
nated as the entablature, Fig. 5, h, is separated from the 
wall proper by a projecting cornice, .B'ig. 5, g, oalled 
string oourse, The entablature varies somewhat in design 
from one Mayan looality to another. For example, in Yuca-
tan it is perpendicular, (F'ig. 5, h) at Tikal and Menche 
it slopes slightly backward, while at Palenque it ie quite 
pronounced. 1 
These variations are inessential, and it may be said 
that the Mayan structures were solid, box-like buildings 
whose vaulted-chamber construction limited the width of 
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the rooms to a maximum width of ten feet, but placed no 
limitations upon its length. 2 Even the more complex edi-
fices are nothing more than an agglomeration of such chambers, 
and the type holds good for the en tire Mayan region. The 
nature of the Mayan vault embodies the principle of the 
downward thrust of a load on over-stepping stones, and this 
thrust was often increased by the addition of a super-
structure known as a roof comb. (Fig. 5, 1)3 
The roof comb was not necessary to the strength of the 
1 Op. crt., p. 324. 
2 Ibid. 
3 Spinden 9 .Ancient Civilizations of Mexico, p. 76. 
··~ 
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building, but was usually an artistic decoration that served 
to give height to the structure. It was composed of two 
walls inclining slightly toward each other, and placed over 
the central mass of the building which it crowned. Some-
times it contained very narrow blind chambers. At Palenque 
where it attained its greatest artistic development it be-
came a very light and airy structure, pierced with open 
work, and elaborately decorated with stucco reliefs. The 
Yucatan roof comb was often but a single vertical wall 
placed over the center o! the building. This wall was 
sometimes moved to directly over the front wall and served 
to carry the entablature to a greater height. When so 
placed it was called a flying facade.l 
Probably the first variation from the temple with one 
rectangular room was the two-roomed structure with one 
chamber directly behind the other. In this case there 
were ~No vaulted compartments separated from each other 
by a common supporting wall pierced by one or more door-
ways. The inner room was naturally more dimly lighted 
than the outer, and, as a result, was modified into.a sanc-
tuary, or holy-of-holies, enhanced by sculptures and paint-
ings. The exterior room gradually developed into a portico. 
The outer wall was cut by more and more doorways till only 
pier-like sections remained, and finally these piers were 
1 Joyce, op, cit., p. 326. 
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' FIG. ~--Ground-plans and elevations of :May£1 temples. 
r. Single-chambered building (Fig. 1 s,"~). . ·5· Temple "El Castillo" at Cbichen 9· -Temple at Tikal. 
, ., wall broken by Itza. · 9<1· Elevation of 9-
doorways. 6. Temple of Palenque type (Fig. 10. Temple at Copan. 
3· Two-chambered building. 77). u. Temple at Tikal with single 
4. , • •• with circular 7- Temple at :\Ienche. chamber and hollow roof-crest. 
cnlumns. 8. Temple at)'iedras Ne£r;l5. 
') 
.. :J 
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replaced by square or round columns.l The changed occurred 
very slowly and the tracing of this architectural develop-
ment is one of the interesting studies in the stylistic 
field of Mayan research. (See Fig. 7.) One interesting 
method of adding to the complexity of one Mayan temple 
might be mentioned here. 
The Temple of the Cross at Palenque has a specially-
built cell, or small room, built into the large interior 
room of the temple, This tiny room has its won special 
doorway and roof, and served to enshrine the famous mural 
tablet of the Temple of the Cross. 
The massiveness of the Mayan co.nstruction was extreme-
ly wasteful of space and we find that a computation of the 
Governor's Palace ground space shows that the building 
occupies approximately 325,000 cubic feet of space. About 
200,000 cubic feet of this edifice is solid masonry, leav-
ing only some 110,000 feet of chamber space. The mass of 
masonry is to the amount of chamber space as 40 is to 1.2 
The above described typa of structu~e made it neces-
sary for the 1vlayan engineers to confine themselves almost 
exclusively to buildings of but one story. However, there 
are two notable exceptions to this rule that merit special 
attention. 
1 Joyce, op. cit., pp. 326-328. 
2 Ibid., P• 326 • 
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The· first is the Round ·rower, or Caracol, at Chichen 
Itza, see Fig. 6, o. This tower is of two stories and cir-
cular in shape, as the name implies. The towers are even 
more wasteful of space than the usual single story struc-
ture, for, as in the Round Tower, the second floor is con-
structed above a core of solid masonry and the larger first 
floor constructed around this central mass. The archi-
tect of this building seems to have taken one step in ad-
vance of the usual Mayan developments for a spiralling, 
narrow, flight of stairs, built around the oentral support-
ing core gives, access to the second floor. The probable 
use of this building was discussed in a previous chapter, 
(see page 32 ). The rooms in the Caracol were vaulted after 
the usual style. 1 
The Square Tower, (see Fig. ·6, f) is architecturally 
superior to the Caracol in several respects. In the first 
place the Square Tower has three stories with two inter-
mediate "blind" stories. That is, between the first and 
second floor there is a room of dungeon-like darkness that 
has no openings to the outside. A similar story is found 
between the second and third floor. These two ~lind stories 
do not have as great height as the three regular stories. 
The Round Tower has vaulted rooms, and the second room is 
of considerably less diameter than the first floor, but in 
---the-S~ua~eJ~w_e_r_th_e_aa.m_e diameter is maintained throughout. 
1 Thompson, Edward H., "The Home of a Forgotten Race", 
Nat. Geo5. Mag., vol. 25, pp. 593 and 597. 
The Mayan architects had at last learned the secret of 
supporting one wall upon another. The upper stories in 
the Palenque tower were reached by a narrow flight of 
stairs that was built into an othe~vise solid, squire, core 
of masonry that ran from the ground through to the top of 
the building. :Llhe importance of this core can be realized 
when it is discovered that it is not only used ao a shaft 
for enclosing the stairs, bu·t that it supports the !Mer 
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end of the beams that brace the ceiling in place of the usual 
over-stepping stone, vaulted construction. 
A three story building at Santa Rosa Xlabpak, from a 
structural standpoint, embraces the engineering practices 
used in both the Square and Round Towers. The ground floor 
is constructed with a "T" shaped core of solid masonry, 
around which are grouped twenty rooms, The core maintains 
i·ts same shape through the second floor, but is diminished 
in size. This story is composed of just one half as many 
rooms. Most of them are constructed over the solid core 
of the lower story, but some ot' the outside rooms are sup-
ported upon the walls of the rooms below. There are five 
rooms on the third floor, The large main room of this 
floor is flanked on ei .ther side by two smaller rooms; 
the outer walls of these minor rooms are supported by walls 
of second story rooms, while the large central room and the 
__ ____..i.nneJ:>-wa~--l-s---()-f-t-.he-f-~ank-!-.n-g--r-o-om-are-bu1-rt-------a1:lov e the so 1 i d 
core. The upper floors are reached by a wide flight of 
stairs built up the outside of the front facade,l 
The complexity of this thirty-five room building undoubt-
edly marks the edifice as belonging to the later Mayan 
period of construction. 
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As stated above, the Mayan buildings were faced with a 
veneer of stone blocks on the exterior surface; these were 
usually cut away behind so that they were securely held by 
the mortar of the central mass. This style of construction 
lent itself admirably to the development of elaborate mos-
aic designs. These designs fall roughly into two calsses; 
geometrical patterns, and grotesque representations of the 
human face, and elaborated serpent's face. The "mask panels" 
were constructed to i'it rectangular sections of the entab ... 
lature. In some instances the nose of the face was ex~ 
tended to trunk ... like proportions that gave the entablature 
a hat-rack appearance. 2 The geometrical designs seem to be 
based upon the textile art. One of the favorite motifs 
is a lattice work broken by narrow mask panels that extend 
entirely around the building. The geometric designs could 
be made with stones of like size and were therefore often 
more easily made thru1 the mask panels, but in most cases 
it was necessary to carve each stone to fit the particular 
space that it was to occupy. This fact not only bears 
witness to the vast amount of patient labor, but also implies 
1 Spinden, Memoirs of the .2eabodl_Museum, vol. 6,_p__l)~·------------
-----i-8£----J:-8r.=-=fFrom-pa:ge- 7t3} ·· - -·- · · 
2 Spinden, op. cit., pp. 116-127. 
that the architect was working in accordance with a de-
finite plan prepared beforehand.l 
The majority of mask panels present a direct front 
view, but sometimes the sides of doorways were used to 
display a profile of the characters of the mask panels. 
The mortar, besides being used in great ~uantities 
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to hold the central masses of the edifioe together, was 
also used to fill out any imperfections in tne stone work, 
and was extensively used for modelled decoration at certain 
sites, notably Palenque. The hardness of the limestone 
in this section made it difficult to work with such tools 
as the Mayas possessed, and so they developed the use of 
stu~c9 in both low and high relief. If a god, or any other 
piece, is done in low relief, then the stucco alone is 
modelled into shape, but if high relief is deemed necessary 
to give the desired prominence to a figure, a regular 
skeleton~,of lime stone blocks is prepared and the stucco 
shaped to the desired form over the limestone. Relief 
work was used for embellishment on both the exterior and 
interior of their buildings. 
Color formed an important aid to Mayan ornament, and 
was frequently applied to stone carvings. Many reliefs 
on interior walls still show traces of color, and it must 
be remembered that if the ancient stucco-workers did cover 
1 Ibid., pp. 127-129. 
$orne beautiful work with gaudy colors, the addition of the 
( 
pigments would aid to bring out the details of their com-
plicated designs. 1 
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The use of color in building decoration did not cease 
with the coloring of reliefs, but fresco designs in a var-
iety of hues were ~uite commonly applied to the interior 
walls of their buildings. The graceful and flowing lines 
of the frescoes prove that the Maya wae no mQan ~rtist with 
the bruah. The common subj eots of the t'resco designs are 
human, or divine, figures, animals, scrolls, flowers, 
leaves, and glyphs done in blues, reds, yellows, dark 
brown, pink, grey and black. 2 
The frescoes and stucco designs will be discussed in 
greater detail in the following chapter on the art of the 
Mayas. It was of course necessary to mention 1 t here to 
convey a more complete picture of the beauty and plan of the 
Mayan buildings. 
This chapter could not be properly brought to a close 
without the mention of a type of structure that was a truly 
remarkable piece of work, though not common to the lands of 
the Maya, the ballcourt, or Tlachtli field. Several of 
these are found in the Mayan country that come under Mex-
ican influence during the Toltec Period. The most not-
able court is situated at Chicen Itza. 
1 Ibid. p. 131-132. 
2 Bunker, Frank F., "The Art of the Maya", Art~ Arch-
a~ology, Jan. 27, vo1. 23, pp. 7-16. 
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This Tlachtli field was composed of two massive para-
llel stone walls 119 feet apart, 28 feet high, 39 feet thick 
at the base, and 272 feet long. A beautiful temple stood 
at each open end. In the middle of each wall, 24 feet 
above the level of the court's surface and directly op-
posite each other, is a stone ring. The rings are some 4 
feet in diameter, 11 inches in thickness, and the diameter 
of the hole is 18 inches. r.rhe rings are beautifully car-
ved with entwining feathered serpents. 
The game played on this court was somewhat akin to 
our modern game of basketball. ~wo opposing teams of men 
attempted to throw a solld rubber ball through the hole in 
the ring. This was perpendicular to the wall. 
The iw~ense size of the bounding walls undoubtedly 
led to their use as a grandstand. The comparatively small 
temples at the ends of the court were probably stands for 
the priests and nobles. 
This court, fully as large as a gpod sized football 
field, was paved with carefully laid and leveled stones. 1 
One can easily let his imagination run back to the time 
when the court walls were thronged with an interested and 
colorful group of spectators each cheering enthusiastically 
for his favorite team or player. 
\'lith this dJscussi on of typical Mayan building con-
1 Morley, s. G., 11 Chichen Itza, An Ancient lvnerican Mecca", 
Nat. Geog. Mag., vol. 47, pp. 70-77. 
struction and those that show some particular architec-
tural advancement, or peculiarity, we shall leave this 
chapter and travel on into a field which has already been 
slightly touched upon. 
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~:110 art of the : uyas rru.s unqtwstionabl, a develop;:;.r::J:lt 
of a rellgion tb .. >..t r:e;r; devoted to t;:e sc)rvice of t:1e r,ods. 
:)0 
The ten.'J!les r.:ere tl1e sunctu<::n·:Los of the d:Lvinitios, there-
sorts of' their uortal r:;ervito1'o.:, th8 oon,iu.ring placeu of a n:·n.-
erous priesthood, r:J:oro the cudc; '.-·ore CO!lsul ted alld invoked. 
Hare the people ~ore allo~ed t~ cathar on festive occasions 
to ta\:e part in olo.bo1:.:J.te coremouios thut mw:le tl:tom roulize 
tl:o por:or and r,lor~~r of tho cads, tLus Lwurir:r::; t::eir \7111-
inc sub,jectj_on to tllc tm,'Eural po·.:ers. Once ucuin do ne 
see the atten~t to rulers to de~a~d the subservience of 
tlteir people throu.ch the coL~bininc, of' tho:lr religou.s and 
social affilhtt1ons. 1L'1li::.> nurt be l·:CIJt in mind U\J.rinc any 
discussion of Luyo.n art, :t'or only tllroug;l; such a co1nbina-
tion COLcld J:,ec lJo inbued rri th enough sviri t to willinc;ly 
contribute tl~e rnnr1orfu.l o.;td. lnborious toil nooo.ed to build 
a civilization tho oC:LL 1 o:C the :;aya, if their crude tools 
'lie1'e used. 
Iil <loa line;. r.ri th art it is di ffioul t to (le teruine nl1a t 
type of orderly senuonce should be followed, for it would 
be; easy to doscrilJe such ;~:ar,ntfioent carvings as the justly 
famous Great Drue;on of ~~uirigL~a, or some of tl1e fotelae of 
tho various regions in tho f'ieldc of Liayan art, but instead 
bee;1 touched upon in connection Hi th their frescoes and 
modeling with mortar, it will probably be Tiell to deal first 
\'fi th ~.iayan aTt as expresced i.n their stelae, for the lltunan 
figure is usually tJ:w basis for these carvod stone colum.ns, 1 
11ho stelae arc, in c;encral, l:use monolithic vonuuents, 
~nL'a·rc 1'·t1 Qhane Qo·lctl·r~c·o ~ •... (. \....< . O.lo. .("' J .__ J.J. J ..... a...J l'eu.cltlnc a height of ~34 feet. 
'I'he dOYilGntlons of the flat sides often run to 4 or !5 feet 
in breadth, 2 
It is marvelous that tho ~ iuyar:;. engineers ncre even 
able to l:aul these e,iant stone masses into place and. tl~en 
to set tter:1 UJ)rir:ht. S(me of then, for exan.ple those of 
~uiriqua, wore hauled a distance of three miles, Such a 
task as this would try the s~d 11 of 2:10dern engineers and 
engines, yet t:1e ancieet Layas d:Ld accora})lish such things, 
Eot once, but manr times, dracginc; or carrying tl1ese large 
stones across a marshy valley, 
The front and back surfaces ~ore carved with hwnan 
figures in relief', and c,l:':T;hic inscril)tions covc:red the 
3 
two sides. 
1 Corlett, D. s., n'rllG aTt of the Lo.yas", .... irt o.nd l~r_ctr-.eolop.J:, 
vol. 18, pp. 146-1~7. 
2 ' l,ummis, Chas, JT., ''Yrhore Gtones Gc>ue to l,ife." .fu~t and 
:.rchaeoloey, vol. 6, pp. zc,e-23~!. 
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in rolir;io\;s col'Ol'Ol:icf:; anc~ act::> o:l.' aclorr:d;ion, if t~:ey r:ore 
:wt the ro}n'osoutu.tlon of rnr:1o rod. ':CLoy '.-.'ere cJ.othod j_n 
richly rioven ~·o.lJrics. .So.r:otimes t;,o clotl:inc: connistecl_ of 
a wra1) of l~~atorial over tlto h:l.,,s, o.nd o.rso.j_n of a lone; cloak 
fo.1lin_n:. From tl:o DhouL!or[J to t:w knees. ~i:!to ir houddrosso s 
are usually elaboruto, ospeciully if of the foutherod type. 
It :Ls evident tbo.t tte foatt:oror1 .\:oaddross nu.s one of the 
favorite J,Jodes o::.' docorutLoE, for uo.n;:· be-feathered fic;nros 
O.'·pour in Luyan art. 1l'ho feu tl:or:3 ure wonderfully curved 
and fall nith crecof'nJ. or:oe~; to tho vwist of t.he fic;Lu'e• 
vti th ·all tho t~;aily ti11tod f'o:.~tlwrod headdresses of the priests, 
bobbing in unison as tl~oy rn::.:-ruhod o.lonc to tllO bout of drun;s, 
~-'.he foo.tl1ors nero so urrmte;ed o.n tLo stealao that tho~.r 
o.rtisticall~1• fill :d in an:,r s~;ot ti,:;t ·ir~ht othervlise have 
1'he stelae o<.rvinr·c o.J_G,) sl:m; tl:o.t etn' pltt-:s, and sonc-
tir.1os nose IJlLF:G, ':·ore c\ ·:urt of' t.ho Lo.y:J.n co:::tume. 
rrl 1 t '1·-~-~- J '"l1r··1· ... ,- ·i"roJ-,'t tJ·,o ',·,·air)·+ to ·tl··._o· ·-·-~_l,_oe, 
- 18 3J10l.'' [3c::. _ _;_ lJ l ;_v, .,:, 11:;. ~ •- - v • · • 
-,·:us usually -.,-,oven \!i th vuriocJ. und intrico.to Jesir-:ns. The 
u 1;cr ed.r~e ',';u.s of heavier liw.tcriaJ. ancl often ~;<;;t with do-
sj_cns in sLolJ., stone, u.ild 1x:;tul. rrhe soarc:Lt:r of i:ctal, 
__j however, IilC.Hlc such de col':_~-;; icnt ro. e cr u11usc.c:tl. 
' ~-
! 
' i 
Over tl is s::irt cu: o.pr'on of u. dcool'c;;.ti ve so:t:'t i'las sone-
thws rwrn. In r:1oct iru:tu.;:cof3 tLis a 'ron \.:as based upon a 
rtoven bacl:cround 'iii tL i;ruidf; o ~dine in r~ul tiC<)lorod tnssels 
Lanc;inr; frum the ·.'::~irdle. C_;_,:all fJtoncs curved with faces 
sGrve as Il<:md.o.n ts. G:cour's of' throe she llr o.ro sus·:)ended 
to rroject ou.t over tlce rest of t:~o D.Jll'on. ~7ho bottCJES of' the 
u.rT~Jns l':ere o.lsu doco:cutnd '.'t:Lt1' plt~.nes a.n.d ·braid, or tas-
sols. 
~. l~J.::.·r;o necklace unCI. breast Ol'iiUr.ontr:J o:f' boncl, carv-
rl'he lee be lor: tl'o :,.no~3 r.•c..w often encircled with a 
rioven bund :Cron wh1ch l:U11C: the u.suul curay of braid e.nd 
plt'nes. 'l'l~e foot r;ero so.ndalud, Il'OJ.l jLwt ubovo the 
oulf' to the o.nkle tho ;ur:; nas scw1o-::;h.1es covered with a 
vory open intel,L;oilli~ of' f>tr:L::;s of' cloth or bark ti~ongs. 
The nristc ~ore dcooruted with bracelets, somot~1es 
rJOven, ancl sonetiJ.:Cfi rnuJe of' 'J:j.' e, 2tone, or shell. 1 
'l'he rai ced LaiJ.:~.s ;,e ld c i t>cr t],e so- called oc:c·cnonio.l 
is u.nkcwnn. It l.'i(;tf:i cm~·o;:;.J.:i helO. l'.orizontially in the urns 
oi' the priest-li~;o f'icurc, nHcl :Ls oom· ... osed of' a double-
lleo.dcd serpo.·,t r:ith a :f'lexi1)lG, ,l.roopinc body. In the v;Lle-
i':.:toe. 
--1~----~------------------------------------------------------------------l u.lcr, '.J:eobo:rt, i .. o: ;oL;.-·~·; o:L· the) PcaboJ-r LucoiU:l, vol, 2, l'IJ· 
l 11xG-51 and r lu tc0 s "'al to ~.:~~1X. 
~ 
l 
·j j 
1• i'lo:~ible appom~.aco 1:; tLc i'o:c;,~ o:· o. o~tu~·.e : crv:H3 us a 
'I'lco LLLtJ.e :Cie~'::··o tc oo.'L·:m:i~' r~ivcn u lo: ·, over-
() 
: cr;;cll"t in<.'l c L~·.rL: c tor.'~ 
stundinr: i'ic:u.re froE tlo ft•J.l. fu.cc vlerr, bu"~ 1.0 fJ.nd nun-
o:cou.s vv.:..~ie tio.ns. FTof'i le :.::ro son tc tio:1s occur o:f sinclc 
.An in tero s tine; di scovc;r~/ has iJeen l.W.('.e cone n·ninc; the 
oucl<: [~urfac,;s of' souc: ol· t~.e stelae. 
J~C C.bocJ.""T 
---.---· -~·.---''"-
' 0 l I ~Ibid., ~P· 50-5 • 
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J'aco of the 0 -'" .t. bucked 
rJ"~,1T tl·l.e dO'•'Ier ..,~,_~_-_~!!C~ o"'l!rOLltll .,. .. r· •:·,1·1'·1e ]_ U- - .. c. · · · "J 1. u J; c.l • .l 0 
.~.~ peculiar ideu., i;ut ccr·i;uinl:." o. clctcrre.nt for a case of 
i·:;:pcr-ortimi sn. 
'J.lJJO dcvelopr~cnt urtint:Lc abilities of the aya 
DJlould be touol1o~'- Ullon, i'o:;: t:e ·t~:rpo of' art e:cprot~sGrJ. ln 
sculpturod awl :t'rcscoecl ;:urul \'TO:t'}~ .• by fa~ tho ~routost 
part oi' their preserJ.tuJcio;:-uJ bre of a roJ.:Lr:;ious nuture, but 
so;:e carvings are found th':tt Jil'•Jsent u b~lttlo ·scc.ne, or tl~e 
surender of cuptives, and occasionall; u purely domestic 
scene is :~·resented. Irt the l.utter case it is probu.bly s.:1ue 
affair of a ruler or outstartdinG Dcrson that is depicted. 
In the matter o~· }!Cl'S}Y::cti vo tte : ayo.s creatly ex-
celled the ::;c,yptian::;, since thc:.c llecuL~c sifi'iciently skil-
led to dravl tlle cntil'O bod.J ir•. ~HJ.l'e j:Jrofile, befJides re-
}:'reser:.ting tl1c lstc;s end f:;ot Yii th cu.: c o.rd precision in a 
vuricty of sitting and recl~r inc ro~~~ros. For anyone in-
terestou, it 1vould be thorouc;hl:r ',·:orth while to study the 
sea ted ficure done in profile, a drm·fing of which can be 
found in the l=emoj.J:s_ of the :Peabod'.: l.;t?_seum, vol. 6, p.27, 
Fie;. 14. There is a c1ocidedly e:3thetic beauty in its sin-
pr1citvy~.----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
lr-·orlAtt, ''rc'n .. o "J~_-'t-. of' ·tl·c ·_;.:J',·.TUS 11 , .hrt and ~rci'~·oolo.cn;· ''D v - ...... _- _..,. - .!.J. _:~::::- ---~-':: .1: • 
146-147, v jl. lS. 
.! 
braided brouct orna o t~ clranorv ~ ,_ t:::e dif'fioul t-
1Jo stet ted thut the iltffict~_lt;; vti tJ- V;is J.otaiJ. soo. s to 
hove boon OVOl'COLe On otJwr 1 O;ilUrielltD at I'a.lenr·_ue. nl 
faoo viev; Ol' tte , rofile, bu.t tl e ~:orurtUJ'OS thct ::.o ox-
tion du.-.: to lo.c:~ of' _rro~~c:c :L'orostorterd.ne, and ~-,ersr)ecti ve, 
J,_ lor: relief cor:l;,ositio1i tiJ.ut ooct·rE on o. lj_ntel at Yaxch-
ila·' picturos tr10 v:arriorf. be ld_j_nc:. ov2r uncl grnsvinc tr:o 
l)O.rtia.Ll;r :.:·allen CO.Jlti v~ c. rl.,horo is none of the avJko.rd-
ness of persr)ective in tti~; f;oene tLat is so oo::mon in 
T'~c;Yr·tiar. vrorl~· of' a ]_ike llu.ture. '::.'I-,o :fJe:.nre o:t' the vmrrior 
0~1 tho left ])resent:-.:' t:J; rDf':Llo c:d' Lis 1'~oe, rJ}lile L.is 
body j_s ~:Jortiu.ll:r turned, ui,y;t ~Jll8 "UC.rtcr, forwurcl. r;'l~e 
r:ull thu t nerVes us a t:uc1:,~~rour1cJ. :Cor t 1 e scene, l<~ld, e.l-
t!wue:J1 tlw bt:..cl~ of '·:is t~-md 1G tUl'nocl outv:c:::·c1, as is CJ.l.so 
'l tl~G b<~<Cl\: O:L' tJ1e I':iJ:Jit, tl'Gl"O j_~3 ~lO U:L:<:.<tUI'Ull10Sf3 o.b:w.t t:;e 
., 
J t:~rn of tl:.o llanr.l, c.~.L', or slta'Jlderr;.· 
·l 
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ution to perspective. 
·::1 tll tho e:cceTltion of t:1e •"rotese:ue ftr,u.ros there 
seomecl. to to very little i;1 tho na~" ot' e:qn·es8ion that 
the ; :a;y-as tried, altLo!:.~~:h in tl:o fe'.:· ou Go s where ex-
l;ression is soLt::;Lt, the v::n•1. J.U d:ne ~->o noll tlwt tt is 
ill ·~e 111\e ly thu t t>o J U?O.S :~n·ofeTr~;d to clcul in c;oneral-
i tics ru thor t;um r:i t> indi vid ·.:als. ., very coou clw.rac t-
eriz<--~tion is found on one side of tl1e door\lay to the shrjno 
of' tJ.'le 'ron1)le of tl-,o G:cos::.:: ,,t Falenqne •·:here an old ma.•.! 
is picJcurecl sr:loldnr:: a pipe. ~1lle tl~in liiJG, stooped baclc, 
urH1 })rm:>inortt racial bonoc of old. et~~o uro unnintakably 
1 presented. 
The cor:rpo si ti of tJlo ~:a~ra artists shor,·r ca:roful 
tion see1:1.s to lJo l_;c~ilt u:r>o.J. tl1o r.yrcJ.~:•idu:~ ~.·arm. If' G. 
I l' clo+' ·, r "-'~··tllC:l''' -::r· otl:·-.·.1' ;-)l,·,-·,e··c·~c:: '--'re r.:I~ou-:-._.::d ~~a. s, vi l •. il;, .L\::d .-3 ... , ·-' -':::: 'l-. v~ u. J ' >'•:;; 
around the fi;::;ure i11 uuch u ".:u=' ttut t:~e bottom will have 
the nece~:sary nwoic-~!rt"; dininishinc to a::. l:l.})8X at tho upper 
edc,c o:;-.' the inscrixtion. 'l'llc ta.blots of' tho Palen·-ttJ.e 'l'er'l'~·le 
of tho Gross use the cro:·s us the center of the tablet, 
-~ •.... 
'1 
1 
"' 
set tllis dii.'f'en:nce blocl~s oF :·~1~.:-,-]ls lw.ve been e~Jr Jo:·rod 
1 
to nu':e u: i'or t!1e l:::~ck. 
I~1 tho tablet oi' tl~o ~·'oliatod ':Jroc-:s it ls interest-
inc; to note t.hut 'tl:o fi,r:uros of.' the priests <3.1'0 sto.ndL·tc 
UT)On tho backs of sn:.a::.l i'ir,ures. 'rl~e l·~u..uun re<Jestal, of 
tile lo.rc.or }'TieDt on th; rJr;': , , hus h:Ls knee.s rl:r.·uwn ti~·::tly 
under hls body and hi~: otouuoh :!Jarallol -to, t:.<ntl alr.oot 
touchine the frame of tho tablet, w>ilo the s~~,~~J .. lor pric<:·t-
l;r l'ir:;ure, em the left, is Gl1}1port0d b;,r a :t'ic;ure nl1ioh is 
rostinc upon its llunds Lt::d 1awos ·:tith its body in a neurly-
tJ.pright r;osi tion. TLis 1.11,ings the heucl of the sma1.ler 
priest to the same level as that of' l1iB largsr col1~)ardon, 
tl~us pre servL1£~ tllo ba·.:_aiJCe, unr~ at tho surJe time, 
r1eans of the small oroucl:inc; f'lr;urcs, civos V!Oight to the 
') botton of t~e tablet.~ On a stucco panel in House A' ulso 
at Palenq_ue, tLo s1n,:;le ccntru.l fj_~:.uro has a fee: thor heacl-
dress that fallc c:racofull;:.- te!linc1 l~in. '110 ci ve the 1)r0-
per balance tl:e f:i.r,ure ;~olds a coremonio.l staff in an 
! ~ alr1ost u:n•j_cl.'lt ·,;os:L tier; a11J allor·s the f'eatllel"s of tho st-
1 
I aff to fall in front of him. 
-", 
-:l 
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Ibid., plates 7 6' Sl, and 
Ibid., plute, 8[3 • 
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'' r: e :l. r;l1 t" 
0t~ o :~ orir;inz.; J on · c L; ver 
l.ext to t!:c l'Ll' .:tll f'jt~:uro t;w ob:ject tlwt received 
the ; ·aya artists wus ~;_ncloLlL todly the serpent. He~>resen t-
fli;:.r.ts of pyrw;.ido.l stuirs, t:' s. c:_ecorutivc IlotJf' used 
to fill in. 
'r.ho religic.Hw uncl suoic.l i f']Yonce oi' tr:.e S'.lrrent 
in the civilizo.t:LcHl of t.';c: ~ u:-!>S ·;:ill rnceive fuller 
to suy thut it }irobc:~bly recctv;:::d i tr3 oriGinal irretu_s 
from tte i'aot thut it W<::.G deepJ.;· rooted in t·;e rolic;ious 
anJJ.aJ s o:t' tr:e I a:·.'GEJ, but lutor it )I'oved to c.Jnto.in st:ch 
possibiliticr3 tL .t Jtr: continued u::;e served 1;10re for art-
the sar-1e ornu;,cnt s t~1 ot : :~:.:.L V/Ol'O, r.;o · .. '8 find tl1e s.r.uko 
beinc; given u l~cc.dl1ref)s of i'eutJ~~.;rE; uLcl also tJose ])lues. 
l Ibid., t lutes, ~~-11. 
:·,o 
or :~crl1ans all tlw co'.1o cL:il itot no:rcly a si:tcle e.od. '.L'he 
Otllor ell-
'.n:·:;~: follm·:od." 
to o11;~·.inute c_::.,tuin ;welD.e;;:::;. :\cta:Ll, and tfie reptilian 
It be-
CClli1.o so predo::'inant thut it L>i __ r s tl~c\t clwracterist:lc 
: uyan touch to all t' eir r1or·' s of.' ar·t. 
1 SpiEd.e:~, "i .. u:,'a ll.rt 11 , ~.euoil'S of t~!e l;e:::~boc\_y_l:ll:§.QUm, vol. 
G, Pl)· 31-~\!~). 
as probi e~t partr or 1. --!·· (' '"..., 
and u dart ill{' ~' t o.:~cuc • " 1 
So great dLt t: c clubo:::'n.tion of' tlw ser: t:nt IJocome tl;::~t 
one Lu:fo.r:iliu.r r!:L tL tl:o subject would. r)robubly not be : ble 
to rocor;r:ize so: o of' the r,oGt r·roninent forr:1s as beint~ at 
all udayltecl :t'roi:J, or re lu t~'Jd to, tl1e ~.>e~rpen t. 
'l'he Layas also uced ot!1c1· uniLo.L and birds. r_pJ,e ja-
r::;uar was a clo:::e ussoo:iute of tJ1e snu.::.e in Lf.iya:1 art, and 
'tics of the tv-10 OOJ.lbilu::d to LoJ'll douLle arcd cinc;le hou.cl.ed 
under tJ:e c;uidanoe o:f tlio ~ uyu.n err-List, c~:;;ve the :eeutllCJ 
dosic;lls of his pluno.r;e as r1occn·ut::.on to tl~e n sna:~e. ~~ '~f.lhe 
1;ird v.rw; onlJ paying tlie doLt l:o or:ec1 to one who hc.:d been 
i is forefather nilli01W 0:1' ;.'OV.l'f; }:ll'OVj_QL~sl.y, 11'00 beet he 
did :jDt realize th.·;.t ho rn.:.;:, i.u.i~LiC coocl l::i.s dett • 
.i.~s tt,_e m:J.teriul arts :)i.' ti:r..: t.C(:·.::_._s :ave ·:wen c}ealt 
·:;ith in the :r'rocedi.nr: c. [.:~ V:r u~.d L1 t:1e ::·ir:::t 'ltJrt of 
t>e huaodio. to o~1e, at ton tion r:ilJ. nT<:' i.Je r;i ven to u~e ir 
l Ibid., pp. 41-4£. 
2 Ib :L d. , p. 34. 
A
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c;.:ctuin fol'rw \'!O~l.ld tcnc1. to iwUo::te '" I;lGt!wcl of' oornrwr-
cial rrocJ.uotion 3Hd cu.lG. 
~wt ·:.·i th tho }!Otter's nh;(:.d, alt);our)1 Lo d:ld set d.s r1ork 
u .. :on a i'lo.t st.::nw t!;at cottld co t!.1rned to ua':e t·is rwrlc 
uore o.cce:=wible, cut oe~·1tri:Cu:~vl :fo:coe ·.-nw not u:Jcd in 
··'r,rldL1Cl'1-1f' t 1·e ·'le"'i}':~···' ""'or~l-, 1 ]:· - . ~__.) L .. l...l U . '··' U .l ~. 
'.:.'i:e Lay0.s used CDHsider·:,L;lo C' u:ttttios of' ooc.tr:::e, 
boY<ls nere usu.:::J.l.;·· of blol: o:,· .~·c~l. color, ·,vjtJ· flut Lot-
·rodu.cecl by bu~·dn;_~ tl'.c :!_:iooe in ur: open fire.. ~Plle J...t.er-
ic<.F! Ir:.dians o:C tlw pueblo {~J.'Ol_:pc use the c;e sar~;e Y!WtJ· ud;:: 
1 
J Upinrlen, op. cit., .. ·• 1:.>1. 
I~· .:: 
,_Jr. .. 
ccl-101_~orl i a l a rld ~cc~ "J. j_ :··: 1 (__): ~s ill_.'~: c t i ~).118. 
+' · P. .·.·._·l () ic ic 'C· ·." ,·· .. ·' ·t _',··,·,'c\ t _, "'"' 01 '- " 4 '' ' b ' ' 1 · u ~ uv':;::c . 'i.e;~., .':.O't..:;:l l;.C_(J ~ .. UJG.E 'Ul.LCl.lFJ:. '.I''lP 
(':"'<1."-, ",'<>J~_l'l'o-:-'~', ·t_.l_.:,,:,·. f'l':··.-l'.·_:., __ ,,~--~, ·--.···t· ·H· r·J'"'·t· ,_., ··)·J··:J.·-
- v .J. ~ ' u. - - - • ·- . - ·- : Cl. -~ :.i..~ J. "' ' ... ; G "· 'L- -- I. l . { ;:;, ' 
used in glorious array. 
Incised pottery made of' a fine blacl{ or red paste 
is very wide-spread. Generally the designs are geomet-
ric patterns, or simplified hieroglyphs, incised in the 
soft clay with a sharp instrument. '11his incised work is 
carried to a very beautiful degree of artistry by cutting 
away the background of an elaborate drawing, thus bring-
ing the drawing into relief. 1 
A remarkable bowl with this style of decoration is 
noVT in posession of the Peabody Museum and show a jaguar 
upon a background of incised cross linest with a scarf 
tied about his neck. The Jaguar's spots were represented 
in black paint which has now largely disappeared. The 
sunken background still retains traces of red imbeded in 
the incisions. 
This incised method was used in another way to give 
a rather pleasant effect. The surfaces of a vessel that 
were to be cut were coated with a fine white or black siz-
i • 
1 Gordon, G. B., "Hesearches in the Uloa Valley", Peabody 
Musemn l'.Iemoirs, vol. 1, pp. 18-20. 
The pottery.then appears to have been burned. After co-
cling, the outline of the design was incised with a to~l, 
and the background cut avray. ':l_lhis left the more or less 
polished design in black, or white, on a background of 
red. 
Vessels and potsherds having realistic designs, no-
deled in relief, have been found to be quite common. The 
designs and figures that decorate this class of pottery 
are laid on, or built up. Dands, circular strips, flat 
pieces, and modules of clay ore arranged on the sides and 
rim of an ordinary vessel and modeled to the desired shape 
while the clay is'still wet. After firing, the modeled 
projections remain attached as though they were en in-
tegral part of the vessel. 
Pottery vessels made in various natural forms are 
frequently found. A remarkable exam:9le is a vase in the 
form of a jauguc:tr head. The widely spread jaws of which 
form the opening, while the under jaw forms one side, 
with the top of the head and upper jaw of the vessel 
forming the other side. A tripod vase with the body mo-
dified into a bird and a human face seen in the bird's 
open mouth was excavated at Copan. Gourd-shaped pots 
are sometimes found. 1 
'J.lhere are numerous kinds of painted pottery. 
~ . . . 
rrhe coarse .'w:1sehold vessels vrere often pain ted with 
crude animal and geometric designs. One f:Lne red ware 
nas :pain ted in black and vvhi te. 
The most exquisite of :pottery in the I:ayan area was 
the polychrome Ylare. The paste h; very smooth and of 
light weight, so glossy is the surface that it has the 
appearance of lacquer ware, but this glossy surface is 
really polished, for the lie.yan pottery workers did not 
know the method or glazing, The lustrous finish i~ 
imparted by the use of permanent, very rich oolors of 
black, and various shades of red, yellow, orange, and 
brown. The background was sometines made of red, or 
red-orange, sizing • 
.An excellent example of this polychrome v;are is 
disscussed completely by Seler, Dieseldorff, and Fors-
temann,1 not only from the artistic standpoint, but 
also because of the probable significance of the pic-
ture, in beautiful colors, upon its sides. 
"The vase is cylindrical; 23.5 centimeters 
in height; its diameter is 14.8 centimet-
ers at the top and bottom; while the sides 
are 4 millimeters2 and the bottom 5 r~dl­lime ters, thick." 
The picture presents a group of seven persons, all 
1 11 The Vase of Chama", three articles appearing in the 
Bureau of American lHhnology Bulletin,Bull ,_____g§_,_p_j)~·--------------
_____ .:;..~-==
639-665. ~)ieseld.orfl', T'l'-• G~./::'-L'i::-.:>; Forstemann, pp. 
647-651; Seler, pp. 651-665. 
2 Dieseldorff, op. cit., p. 639. 
in elaborG. te costume, united in a common action. 'l'he 
costumes are typically r,·raya, and show the participants 
to be of more than ordin~ry rank politically or socially. 
'l1vro of the figures are done in black, Yfhile the remain-
der are done in a sort of' bl~ownish-tan color. All fi-
gures are stancl:i.ng, with the e~(ception of one person vrho 
is kneeling upon the rie:ht knee. The various dresses 
are done in different shades of red, black, and white. 
Gly:t)hs in red and white al,e &Joattered about tne 1Jicture, 
,;n.i.J.G ·~uo •m ........ is f're~.rliod. in a black and white border 
of striking geometric design. 1 It ts ce:::tc•J.n1~· a ;,~ost 
inter0stinc: rioture and has oc.used 1~uoh cliscussj.on, 
parti culo.rly anon:.: Ger::-.w.n s tuc"lun ts, a::; to its possible 
; :eaninc. 
all rorti ems or ~ a:.· an terr·i tor:. • :;oth lru.nan ancl anh.ml 
ficures are rresented; the[;e tiny ficures .a~ have ~)een 
used as l1ouc;eholc1 ;~·ods o:r:> cnc.r~ :s. ~~\.J.n·oers of snall, 
clay ar;_iraal ficures \rere uncle to .serve as three or four 
0 
note \7llistles.'-' 
Jac1ei te and other ::.e .i-:rreo:~.m.:.:J stones lfere :·mch 
usod auonc; t:1e I<a:ras for i)eac.ls, a~,mlets, ear ancl r:ose 
1 l3ureau of ii.merioan :Gthnolo-·-,Dull. ~~8, :plate :·:LVIII, 
;.;.;...:.;;~.=.;.:;- --- ----~-
GG 
)~(1.0 inc D:Q, ~.___c:G~3)j92_..L__ _______ ~------------------------
-~----~~~. 
2 " " (' ...•.. , !''' "' "'(''l- c· 1·11 ·t118 1;.100. ITalle'v·.~' 11 ' 1'--·-0l ... ClOl1, 1_)., 'ii.e~e:::~i .. l u~-.; - '~ v 
Llwm-u-:1 ;.:o~.~oirs, vol. l, ~'· 40 (:C.nu pp. 113-11?. 
di viC~od u~)OJ.l tl1o c~t~er' t:L en a E.; tc -:::lw ther the :.~ayan c i 'til-
iza tion r:as develo:;;eCJ. u:mn the ~i.r·.cri cun continent, or 
tro.nsplanted :r.ro:-.1. so21e : ore arwtent EEl'OIH:Jan or• Asie.tic 
civiliz.atj_on. 'l'he forr;er eohool's acce·)tenoe of an e::~-
clusi ve A:,lcn·icen or:Lc;in anc1 c.1evclop:·,:ent norr ssens to >e 
cle.:u:;8 u:on the belief' t>.a t 
such jade us tl:.e ~ :aya.3 'lU-'oc1 lias found. on·.;;· in sono por-
tJ.ons of China, Garcf'u1 cr1euiecl analysis ot' jadeite 
fro:-11 the variou.3 E:octio:n.s oL ti1e tel'::·j.tory or the ~ :ayas. 
shor:s that the co;·;:"osi tion diffe:cs consic.ora'L1ly frm.~ the 
T~1e IilOot interest:Lnc c·L' t~e ji::c1eite ornm.'.ents ::r::· t::~e 
a:::~ulots. rJ:'lw~.· var:· in size fro:.~ rE tiler scall trtanc1.llur 
che s lone and t·::o inches across. ~:he front side is us-
ually covered '.rj_ th a f~:cc cr::;:·vec1 in :elie:C, y,r{tile the 
>acl~ sho·.·,s c. r:.umbur of llj_ero::J.:,··Iill:.3 incised on the weether-
ben ten surface. rl'he feet tl1e. t the reven:e sicles o::· the 
1 ~ .. ·ushincton, ~T. S., n'l'lle .Teele o·:_, the rl\ctla Statuotten, 
~~~~~~.r-;.;"~ro-c-e-e-di-rrr;s---of-ttrB \.7r:rtua:---::::-t::Ttes ::c-: t;ionc.J. : 'cwe1.r:1, vo1. 
------ - --- ----- ------ ----- -----60. article JA, ~,~·l. l-L3. 
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place \illS bein::_: r:o:-cn i'ol' .so::1o of "L~1e ;nu,Jero'L~.s :·~:(,ran 
festivals. 
-~lhen jadei to ',-:: s 1.:c:::orl fer eccr snd nor_::e ·· luc:s it 
<le sicns. 
J'ad.eite \'fo.s a. :tavm::itG stoxle :Co:c .ee.c1s. :;u.rial 
:.lottnc~.s at Corun revec.lec1 c:. i11..l:;J.-.·,er of strinr;s of alter-
'J 
natel:·F strunc C~"lindrj_ce.l o.n0. clov.lar je.dei te oee.cls.-
found that sl1 o~·; YJOndel·:Cul '."lor·>::,~an.sLi) and are usually 
of a boul-sha~cd dosicn. A rrotosQue ho8d protruding 
fl'OlJ either .sicle servos for -~.L.e har:clles o:r the bovrl 
ta::en frau t::.e l-~ola recion.2 '.:.'): calclte is of a 
transluoon t vc.ric ty, '.lit;~ tLc -rmlls c.:u t to one eic;ll th 
of an inch tllioknes:::, and EOt slwvrinL: a sinc;le tool 
of an inch in Ge~tt. Lther s~oci!~cns that have been 
found vo.r:: little in recpcct to for:l e.nd decorc:_tion. 1 
Short scrolls ca~ved 1n lo~, jut rounded relief, ~ith 
is cut oleu:· throuc;h .so ~;h: .. t o. ;:Jtonc Clesic;n of ~.o.co-
otller st~'lo~J .of' jo.rfJ ·,;oro ~.~uc:c j"ro;.! sir::ilar no.ter~.c.ls. 
; uoh nore ooc~J.cl ~)O said on. this go.rticulo.r r:hase of' 
~ a:.·o.n art, bu: .. it is nucoscnr;· to co on.:; 
~:otals, 1Jecauso of' its cooltJc,ical youthflJ.lness. 
ii. few s:·~ull t ·inL:et::.; o :old, s::.lver, CO:f!~JCr, o.Ed 
various co~~inutions of cold and jadeite have been 
found that s11o·;7 ti1a t the : Et:"'on '.·.rorl:nan was skillful 
in this line of endeavor. 
'l'he nost '..'ides~)rec."'lcl object o:f.' Li::tEo.l is the boll, 
,-r:tich is sinil~~-r to the cor:non sleich bell. ·~uch ~!ells 
of oo~por have been found in the Hich Priest's crave 
at Chichen Itza, and a feTI cold ~ells have been found 
sea ttered over : ~o.yen terr:L tory.~) 'l'l1e docorc~tion of 
1 l"•Jid.., pp. 25 and .c. 
··n 
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these objects wcs acc~Dlishcd 
forrmd fro~ cold or co~por ~ire, to tho sides of the 
1::ell YT i th soEe l:Lld of ~-:lc taJ.li c cor:c::.1t. Val en tine 
speaks of copper chisels, knives, ana a:.es occurinc 
in Yucatun, 1;u·~ taLes tlJ.e st[::te'·.e!lt of Spaniards nho 
visited. the countr~- nith Cortez, so it is <?..uite pro-
b::,_>le that these tools ·;;eJ;•e c;,otten throuch trach~l ni th t::w 
: ~e:dco.ns vrho Y:ere vor;/ proficient in the use o:f' this 
····et"l 1 .• l u • 
Gold and cop~er trinkets juilt up of Tiire filigree 
have beGn found in : .ayan tel~l'i tor::;.:, o.nd are ver~- {;race-
· ful in forH and cleslt;n, 1nl t :rron the rrri tine; o1' "~/olen-
tine, referred to above, it is probable that the Gin-
erals used came fron Le:Y5co, thus oxplaininc the scar-
city of :r;.etal ol:-jects of a:L't. 
that textile carrufuc turin::_: certain 1.y should oe ~.len tioned 
in this chapter. c:r cour~;e the ;)erisllable QUEli ty of 
cloth precludes :c1an:r p).ecec Ol' exo.:·,l;:-les of dress ·beinc 
preserv::;d in the L.ayan rL:.ins and so 'Ire have to study 
t~1eir textile acllieve:::ents fr·c1.1 the vo.rj_ous depictions 
or cloth, and its uses, found i~ their sculrturlng, 
1 ' Valentine, lh. J. ,T., 11 ·-e~:.ic.?Il Copper '.L'ools 11 , i\2::~-
i_y..§ill. .l:..nt:~~im"l Societ/ l:·rocedir:.r,s ,no. 73, April 
30, 1879, pp. Gl-112. 
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turned toTiurds tno different styles of cupes. 
The first is u ~;la:1L:et-:U.l:e cu:r)e that fells froL~ 
ela!Jor:::.te te::::tile clesic,ns :.·.:ee founcl at their best on 
';~order of the bot ton i 3 cu:r-·:·erontia tc c1 f'ro:.i. the de-
tassels c cld cretce and color tu : :o.n~' r/.' the borders. 
Tho ot~er style o/ ca)e is :.moh 
de.sicns. 
,-·--·.('"'I 
.lt_.i..:...> 
'il1e 
~) 
like the lerce one 
1 J,:o the -~.·~~ist line.-
ceo:~etri c 
urour:.d the 
i:;ottoi:~ to for:\ a ~Jo:cCer. ·- lrl so;.:.e ins tnnces, v.·lle11 ti":.c 
·:rea tller per ci 'tted, t>e ;.ro~ l.Ci.~ '.iore c. sl:irt tJ.w.t covered 
only the lo1.rer ::··or U. on cf the bod.:r, the U.J))e:r• part 
re:m:Ln:l.r.c nv.de. 
" 
0. ' 
?1 
t! , .. ) 
I (I 
elaiJora.tel~,. decorated. nnd d.csi~·-,lD efte:::.· t~w f'o.f:lhion o:L' tlle 
·.·· "'11"-le" 1 ~ . .. r....l. lJ .I)._) • 
~4pparently all classes usea the GDl.:e 
Lande. speal~s of' a 1x;uu.t~Lf;,_l red 1\~o.theJ.~ cloul~ ·.rorn b:/ a 
stone Yrorl;::, probe;bl:r ~)GCe.ur~e cf t~:e diffic:ul t. of pro-
i'erl:r pres en tin~; it in such k_,.rc.~ :c:a·:;erial, and ~)ocause 
:.~any needle::;.s cleto.j_ls -. .-ere elh!ino.ted L:1 the c urvec1 pre-
sentations. iost ot' tlle tatooin:; centered o.round tiJ.e 
« r-:outh \!here dots, ancl stro.Lllt bEC etn·ved b<:)_rs, f'or;~; sin-
r' 
;;lc clesj_gns at ej_t!:::.er ,sj_cle o:C t!;e :.:m.1th; in this feshion: 0 
1 ~3 c he lJ.has , 01'). cit., ?P• 60S end GlO. 
"" I bj_ d. , p. 602. 
0 T' - d 
...L Ol • , p • GOC al1.d 116. 
The i:ayao often represented their cod of death with the 
lo·,;er jawbone, stud.ch:.C::. 1 j_ t> L ~:·err teeth, very prominently 
the vacinit:.- of the '~Ol~_t:l tc L~:.J.n~::·t o. te:cribJ.e aq)ect. Tlle 
folloYrinc sketch v.1ll revec•.J. the ~·eneral iO.ea anc. arrant;e-
::ent. rrhe jayrbone anc1 teeth ·,;e:~'C1 of'tcn UDCcl "r\{ the I :ayas 
in their presentntio~ of a ~euths head.l 
eli t of i)einc the princi:cal r:~oti vc~ tine force that 1 eel this 
incenious race of nen to t'J.eYolo-.: tJw1r ax·ts .-_:ncl huiL1i;:;.c to 
such a renal'l::e:~l11e e:=teEt, :!Ll t to )roe_uce sv.ch love o:C art 
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Cl1ap ter V. 
J.eligiori of the },.aya s 
Perhaps no other field of .man's endeevor :.r. s been of 
such a controversial nature (,s religion. l~s this ststernent 
is applic.:::ble to modern religions 1 t ls more surely true of 
a religion whose adherents hove lost their place in the world 
ThE !l·ioyo.n religion is no exc<;r;tion, and \.e find ;wr·kcd 
varience between such outllorities LS Brinton, Spinden, 
Schellhc.s 1 ]'orstemann, end Joyce. :.iowe:ver, they do agree on 
the fundamentals, c:ond tJ:1is paper will select the details for 
treatment that seem the best subs.tentiated. 
It would also be pleGsent to let one's mind run from 
the paths of plain fact to those of philosophical conjecture, 
for by viewing the philosophy of u race as expressed by their 
religion one is o.ble to view more intimately the des i1· es 
and aspirations of a social croup that may ·:Je rather difficult 
to Wlders tand wi~en judged only U}?on their physical accomplish-
men ts. 
To gain an ede· uate view of the :-:ayo.n religion it is 
necesssry to b:_,se our study not only upon their architectural 
reLJ.G ins and inscriptions, but e lso upon tlle 1'our codices, 
'i'r-mrnu-s-,-GoT-t-~.s-i-a-nB.-s-,-:2-cr-es_i_~ and Dresdenis wllich Lre 
described on pages 13 & 14. 
The contents of the four mnnuscri)ts, which undoubtedly 
pertc::ins to the cclend::'r systEm and to tl1e computation of 
tiue in tlK)lr r,lution to t!.w ;:ayell .:-~antLeon, '"rLl to c:.:rtGin 
Yjl[.:-, 
I t . .t 
religious and domestic functions, udrni t of the conclusion, that 
these figur s of gods embody the essen tiel part of the l1ayan 
religious conceptions in a fairly complete form. Ji'or here we 
l1c:ve the entire ritual Jr2ar, the whole chronology with its 
mythological relations and all accessories. 
Their religion r1c~s s polytheism, but the prinoi:9al deities 
·:,'ere few in number, fifteen, with approximately the same number 
of animals of 1.1ythological importance,l 
The spirit of' tlLls religion was dualistic, tbe gods of llfe 
and lig~t, of tje sun and day, of birth and food, of fertilizing 
shov-.1ers ond cultivot~:'J. fields, being placed in contrast to 
those of misfortune and pain, of pestilence and famine, of 
blight and night, darkness ~nd death. 
Two interesting depictions tl1row ligL.t upon the cosmical 
conceptions of t:l:le Liayes. 
one occurs in the Eis tory ::J.. Yuoa tan, by Father Cogolludo, 
and presents a tree based upon a cubical blcck as the central 
figur:::s of tlle design. 'l'he entire dN1wing is :.>Ui'rounded by 
a border of thirteen 11eads wl1ich signify the thirteen ~ 
ka tuns, or greo. ter cycles of' years, see pages following. 
1'he number of heads is s:ymbolic of the thirteen pa:rts into 
which space can be divided. The design within, therefore, 
depicts Life within Space und Time. '.'Ji thin, end on the bottom 
-----1-------------------------------------------------------------
Schelll18.S, ~'The J::~a ter ial of the Lanuscrip ts", l)apers of the 
}?eabody l:luseum, vol. 4, p. 7. -·--
Fig. 8wl'h·3 Tr~e of Lif0 or 
Tho l~iv9rs3 According to th3 Ksyns 
Te11 :j~nrth, or Alter. 
Cum = Henvenly Vessel of Rains, etc. 
Cha = T'ne ·.rree of Life. 
Yol =The i1losso:ns-the I:nrwrte1 Soul of Mr'11e 
l\Tural = Th:;, Clov.ds thd co.uee Life-givinz Hains. 
e{) @) ~' ~~irmmii--=-.::'.:: 
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Fig. 9-The Adam end Eve of the Mayas 
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side of, the border is a cubical block, which, according to 
~.'iayan mythological conceptions, is the shape of the earth. 
Above the earth-cube rests a flat vase supported upon four 
legs. The four legs of the vase are placed so that one leg 
falls in each of the four quarters of the mundane plane. 
The vase is symbolic of the heavens and contains the heavenly 
waters, the rains, the showe~s, upon which all vegetation 
and animal life is dependent. From the bowl grows the Tree 
of Life, on the extremities of whose branches blossoms the 
flowers or fruit of life, the soul or immortal priuciple of 
man. Above the tree and vase hang heavy rain cloucls rGady to 
fill the vesse1. 1 See figure 8 {plate here of the tree of lifeJ 
The second attempt of the Mayas to picture life's beginning 
occurs in the Cartesian Codex where we find a design u~1on a 
field divided into the four cardinal points of the compass 
represented by their appropriate gods. 
' The central portion of the design is surrounded by the 
signs of the twenty day glyphs. Inside the border we find the 
god Kukulcan and goddess Xmucane, the Grandfather ·and Grandmother 
of the race, who give reproduction--life. They are seated 
under the tree of life, and the celestial vessel is in its branches. 
2 Clouds hang over all, see fig.~. 
After death the spirit descen:led to the realm of Xilbilba 
(sometimes spelled Xabalba) "the one Lord", so called because the 
spirits of all must first visit his Hades where there good and 
1 Brinton, Primer of Hayan Hieroglyp]}J_Q_~, pp. 46-49. 
-~---------··-··-·-----·-· ·------~-----·-
2 Ibid., pp. 49-50. 
~ ,,
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evil deeds are judged. In the underworld one vms forced to do 
penance in a world of cold and hunger for all his evil deeds; 
having completed his atonement his soul passed on to the heaven 
of joy where he would live under a great green tree with plenty 
of food and ~~1arm weather. one would rather suspect that the 
Maya reveals his indolent nature in his conception of heaven. 
J~fter a long period of time was spent in the realm of ,joy the 
spirit could again bo born on earth, but without knowledc,e of 
the r-est or future. 1 
Another subject that always strikes the popular fancy is 
the matter of human sacrifice. The codices picture a few cases 
of human sacrifice, and one or two }"ayan inscriptions depict 
a sacrificial scene, but we ere assured by Spinden, others also 
mention the fact, "that human sacrifice never reached among 
the Haya the horrible extreme that it held among the Nahua in 
2 I.Texico City." 
The attempts to choose the l:layan gods, believed by these 
people to have under their influence the control of various 
. 
natural phenomena, has caused sreat debate, but P. Schallhas 
3 in his "Representation of Dei ties in L'<aya Codices" seems to have 
kept his imagination within moderate bounds, and, with assisting 
information from other authorities, rre find the following gods 
1 Brinton, op. cit., p. 44. 
2 Spinden, "Maya Lrt 11 , Memoirs of the reabo;Jy Museum, vol. 6, 
p. rr. 
3 Schellhas, I)., "Representation of Deities in the J.:laya Coclicesf" 
val. 4, pp. 7-4?. His classification will be used wherever 
possible. 
li.sted, and t~teir por:er::; nnd. e.bili ties set forth: 
1. "The One JJivine", the greatest god of them al1, the 
source of them all, the all-pervading spirit of whom no 
statue or picture ·,;ns ever mnde, for he wes incorporeal, 
universal, and invisible. 1 
2. God B. A universnl deity caJ.1ed Itzamna. Considered 
to be the creator and father of all, inventor of writing, 
the god of light and llfe, the i'ether of l>Ja.yan civilization. 
In the codices he is always pictured os performing ants bene-
ficial to 111an; protecting the r~aize god, 2 etc. He seems to 
~ .. ,-
'' 
have oorttrol over varied natural phenomena. lie is shown holding 
a torch in his hand as a symbol of fire; sitting in the water, 
seated in a canoe, standing in the rain, enthroned on the rain 
clouds of heaven to show his power over water and the rains; 
seated on the cross of the four compass points, symbolic of his 
universal power; pictured with a kernel of maize, a fish, a 
lizard and a vul tt:.re to show his power over the four ele1nents 
3 
of earth, water, fire, and air. He is also pictured as seated 
on the head of the owl, the bird that represents diseuse and 
darkness, to show that Le can overcome siclc1ess. Symbols of 
death and misfortune are never pictured near him. The lance 
1
rbid., and Brinton, op. cit., p. 37. 
2Spinden, Ancient CivilL:.ation13_ of nexico, p. 93. 
3schellhas, op. cit., pp. 16-19. 
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II. MYTHOLOGICAL ANIMALS. 
?ig. 10-The :.'Iayan Gods and Hythologica.l Animals 
and tomahawk vvhich he often carries are to drive a my evil 
spirits. The serpent god is apparently closely associated 
with Itzamna. 1 
These gods are picked from among the IT'.any that ere drawn 
upon the pages of the codices by certain outstanding charac-
teristics that , -lark t:1em from the rest in all their various 
activities. By thus selecting them in their varied partici-
pation in ceremonies and performances end scholars are able 
to determine with a fair degree of accuracy the numerous 
attributes of some of the gods and the Jimited pdwers of 
others. 
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The outstanding features th<; t distinguish god B ( Itzamna) 
are the features of an old man with no teeth or only one in 
a distended Jaw, two fang-like tongues th<t protrude frcm the 
mouth, one at the front and the other to the side and back, 
and a large downvmrd-curving nose. Itzamna is the eod of the 
t tl i i th f " 1 ,, 2 eas , 1e r s ng sun, e morn o .L re. See figure 10, B. 
3. God D. 1bis god has caused great controversy as 
Schellhas considers him Bs the god of the moon and night, 
Brinton thinks him Kukulcan, Spinden connects him with the god 
of war and death, Fewekes and ~eler think him another expression 
of Itzamna. 3 'iie shall satisfy ourselves, for the present 
2 Ibid. 
3 See op. cit., Spinden, n. 92; Brinton, pp. 55 k 56; Schellhas, 
P' • 22-24. 
with a presentation of his distinguishing characteristics. 
His face is that on a.n old man, with sunlcen mouth and teeth-
less jaws, except for one tooth in the lower jaw; and attached 
to his forehead is an ornament bearing the sign of akbal, 
the darkness, with his headdress bearing the ears on an ow1. 1 
See figure 10, D. 
Schellhas considers him the god of night and darkness, anJ 
god of the west because he wear~ the sign of darkness, akbnl, 
and owl's ears, but does not believe him to be a dispenser 
of death. 
Spinden thinks him connected with the god of 0ar and 
death, because he is associated ~ith the west, the end of 
day, the eve of life, the opposite of Itzamna, but also 
declares that he believes there is another ~eath god having 
2 greater powers. 
Jeler and Few ekes think him another expression of I tzanma, 
for it has been definitely decided tllat another death god 
was enrolled in the l~yan pantheon; they agree that he is 
lord of the west and en associate of Itzamna (god B). 3 
Brinton acclaims god D as Ktlkulcan, the serpent god, and 
an understudy of Itzamna; having num.bers of powers thet cor-
1 Brinton, cit., 56 op. p. 
2 Spinden, cit., 93 & 94. op. p:p. 
3 Brinton, op. ·cit. , n. 56. 
·~ 
.. , 
respond to those of Itzaru1a, and complete or fill them out. 
Brinton thinl~s him a beneficent r;od; believing he v1ears the 
symbol of night end the ears of an owl as a symbol of his 
lordship over the west, not as a death god, for he points 
out that in no other way is he ever pictured with any other 
symbol of death, darkness or disease, but is present, with 
the snail (symbolic of birth) at births, perhaps as an 
obstetrician. The writer realizes of course thst th~re may 
be a t'allacy in this line of reo.soning, for it is possible 
to believe that a child may have dies at birth, but then 
it seems more likely that such an unfortunete condition would 
call for the services of the great death god. He is associated 
with Itzamna by the fact that he is a god of one of the 
principal points of the compass, and many of his functions seem 
similar to those of his greater brother of th"': east. 
4. God E. The maize god is pictured as a youthful 
deity with a leafy headdress representing an opening head 
of maize. A kernel of the grain is featured with him a 
great deal, while the day lmE_ must be devoted to him, for his 
maize headdress usually eminates from the kan sign. 1 Some 
other functions of this god were to act as the ~atron of 
husbandry and agriculture. The l.layas apparently considered 
him a rather tender young fellow for he is always accompanied 
1 Spinden, op. cit., p. 96. 
1 
by one of the good gods, freq_uently Itzanma, and never left 
alone or with an evil deity. 11e represented prosperity and 
fruitfulness. 1 See figure 10, E. 
5. God A. '.Che death god is the chief malevolent god 
of the Mayas, and is pictured as having a peculiar body 
composed of skeletal and full-fleshed parts; making a truly 
hideous presentation, A skull serves as his head, except for 
normal ears, with his fleshless ribs and spinal columr1 
in dreadful contrast to his full-fleshed ap:nendages. God A 
1:'Ias named Apuch. 2 When his ribs were covered his body was s orne-
times painted with black spots. An ornamentation peculiar 
to Apuch (lord of death) and his close associate God F 
(god of war) was a stiff feather collar. God A in the 
religious ceremonies of course had an important part in 
rituals of sacrifice, 3 see figure 10, A. 
6, God c. 'lbe god of the polar star is characterized 
by a vase-like vessel whose contents are trickling into his 
mouth. His head occurs frequently in calendric presentations, 
and is contained in the symbol for north. 4 The name of the 
polar star deity seems to be Xaman !!s_. '1'he figure is 
1 Schellhas, op. cit., pp. 24 & 25. 
2 Spinden, op. cit., p. 94. 
3 Schellhas, op. cit., p. 10-15 
4 Ibid., pp. 19-21. 
associated at times with all four quarters of the world 
and is a deity of the merchants, for he guides them on their 
merchandising journeys. 1 See figure 10, c. 
!3 
7. God I·:!. .J.he god of the merchants, according to Schellha~ 
.L 
is one of the group of black gods. His face is black, except 
for a redish-brown rim around his lips. His underlip is 
large and drooping. Ferocious and war-like, he carries a 
spear, shielf, or tomahawk and seems, from the scenes in which 
he is pictured, to be quite willing to use them. By means 
of a rope tied around his head he carries a bundle of 
merchandise. ~herefore Schellhas speaks of him as the protect~ 
ing deity of merchants, the weapons beirig needed to protect 
his goods while they are being transported. 2 Brinton does 
not agree with Schellhas, but prefers to as ign god M the 
position of leader or king of a group of seven black priests 
3 depicted in the codicies. See figure 10, M. 
8. God F. 'lb.e god of human sacrifice and death by 
violence is closely associated with the death god, god A. 
In some instances the codices picture him in attendance with 
god A at services of human sacrifice. lie is ·pictured in the 
regalia of a full-dressed warrior, a~ld is distinguished by a 
black mark that runs perpendicularly do·.vn his face behind his 
1 Brinton, op. cit., pp. 58 and 59. 
_____ 2~~~~--------~------~~~-------------------------------------------
Schellhas, op. cit., pp. 35-37. 
3 Brinton, op. cit., pp. 66 and 67. 
eye, or encircles it, running from the eyebrow arowJd the 
eye to his nostril. Death god A is pictured in battle with 
god F close beside, setting buildings on fire with a flaming 
torch, and then breaking down the rlaming houses with his 
spear. Apparently he had a somewhat irritable disposition. 1 
"He is shown repeatedly at full length, armed with a 
flaming torch in one hand and a flint knif'e in the other, 
firing the canopies of T·rinCE')S, his body striped •·Ji th war-. 
paint, like his face, following the god of death, who goes 
before h;_m beating on a drum and singing a song of r;ar (as 
C') 
shown by lines issuing from his r.1outh)".hl See figure 10, F. 
The gods occurring less frequently, but often enough to 
gain recognition as gods cf so11e irnportaEce will be dealth 
with. 
9. God G. J.'he sun god is marked by the sun-sign ldn 
which he bears upon his body and an elaborate nose plug 
that looks like a strange nose ornament. Schellhas states 
that it is surprisinc that a deit:r vrho, from his nature, 
must be considered as very imnortant is represented with 
1 Schellhas, "Hepresentation of Deities of r.~aye Hanuscripts", 
Peabodz L:useum rauers, vol. 4, p'··· 25-2?. 
2 Brinton, Primer of .t•l8.yan Flieroe;ll}•hics, .• 6G. '·L'l:e e.bove 
gods have '6een ae8Tt with on the basis of the number of 
times that they- occur in the codices, with tl1e exce' tion 
of the first god who, because of his nature, could not 
be de pi cited. For exam:9le; god B is pi_c-tl.:t-~@tl---?,:r-H3--t+rn:e-s, 
------geEl----B,---J:ee---t-j:mes; god:;~, 98 times; etc. Schellhas, see 
footnote ebove, D. 46. 
conr)arative infreouencv. 1 Brinton would assign the name of 
k ~ •• 
Kin ich_ to god G as tl:.e god of the meridian sun. The red 
macaw was syrebolic of this eod and we.s su:pr,osed to descen:.~ 
at noontime to receive sacrifices nade to Fin ic_£. 2 See 
figure 10, G. 
10. God H. The chicchan-god seems to be a rather 
indefinite personage, as his ,·resentations differ· considerably. 
His one distinguishing feature is a skin-spot or a scale of a 
serpent on his temple that is ~1aoed the same as the hieroglyph 
. 
of the day Chicohan, which means serpent; therefore Schellhas 
believes he must be related to the serpent in some manner 
as yet undetermined. His particular duties remain a mystery.3 
Brinton calls this fie:ure the young god and Sohellhc<s considers 
4 it "an invention of Brinton". As he is quite ap··arently 
a minor deity though, detate is rather needless. See figure 
10, H. 
11. God I. 'rlle water goddess is r::ictured in the Dresden 
manuscript as an old woman vii th a headdress mounted with a 
1 Schellhas, op. cit., p. 28. 
2 Brinton, op. cit., pp. 39. and 40. 
3 Schellhas, op. cit., pp. 28-31 
4 Ibid., p. 30. 
knotted snake. In her hands she holds a vessel from which 
water is being poured. uer feet are often replaced by claws, 
and in one place where she a:q;eo.rs in a flood scene the cross-
bones of death are woven into her skirt. Evidently she is 
the personification of water in its q11ality of destroyer, a 
goddess of oloudsbursts, of floods. Her body is painted 
brown in some depictions, but her body is not colored often 
enough to permit its being called a distinguishing oharecter-
1stic,1 see figure 10, I. 
12 G d ~ '11his god h d t t f • o A. . as cause a grea amotm o·
controversy. Most of the authorities agree that he represents 
a star, for he is drawn with god c. 3chellhas believes him to 
be a benevolent deity for he is usually pictured with Itzamna 
or some other god friendly to man. Brinton thinks he is the 
same god as god B, Itzanma, for he also is marked by a lo;1g 
probocis-like nose which, however, is of a somewhat different 
shape, Forstemann assumes that he is the god of storm and 
thut the large ornamented nose is used to show that he 
is blowing blasts frcm his nose, indicative of storms, 2 see 
figure 10, K. 
13. God L. 'l1he old black god is different from god M 
in that he is black entirely. Apparently his importance is 
minor, for he is not ·.· ic turcd in t.i1e Cortesianus or Paris 
1 Spinden, op. cit., p~. 31 and 32, also Brinton, or. cit. n. 63 
2 Schellhas, op. cit., p~. 32-34. 
"1~ .. ··~~'¥~ 
codices. His abilities or duties can not be guessed from 
the few appearances he makes. .J.''ors temann believes him 
to be the god of Akbal, darkness, night, 1 and Brinton does 
not attempt to classify him any more tl1an to sey that he 
is one of the group of rather numerous "black gods" repre-
sented in the codices. 2 See figure 10, 1. 
14. God N. rlbe god of the end of the ye0r presents to 
us the face of an old man with a peculiar head ornament 
that can be likened to a ventilation shaft on an ocean 
liner. His headdress contains the sign for the year of 3o0 
days. ~orstemann calls god N the god of the five Uayeb days 
which occur at the end of the yeer· to complete the 365 days 
3 
necessary to bring the solar year to its proper length. 
See figure 10, N. 
15. Goddess o. 'lnis goddess can be clearly distinguished 
by her features that indicate !1er to be an old woman. Her 
face is wrinkled, mouth sunken, and but one tooth left in 
her lower jaw. ~he is rarely pictured in the codices and so 
Schellhas does not deel with her at length. 4 Brinton as~igns 
her considerably more imrortance; giving her the name of 
Smucane, the wife or companion of Kukulkan. She shares, with 
l Ibid., PP• 34-35. 
2 Brinton, p. 67. 
3 Schellhas, op. cit., pp. 37 and 38. 
4 Ibid., p. 38. 
him, the honor of sitting in the nest. The personification 
of Earth seems to .be presented by her drooping fieure, nnd 
perhaps the evening star. 1 Seler agrees with Dr. Brinton 
in that he believ~:;s god: tess o to be the personi'fica tion of 
the Earth.2 See fiBure 10, o. 
16. God P. 'fhe frog-god receives his name bee a use of 
the fact that his club-ohaped fingers are like the toes of a 
frog. He is surrounded by blue in a numbel' of instances. 
The blue is to represent water, or rain. As a deity connected 
with this element the frog god was also connected with 
agriculture, and was sometimes pictured planting seeds 
and digging furrows. His headdress bears the sign of the 
360 day year, but his relationship to the calendar is unknown. 3 
jUnong the minor gods and goddesses we find listed a 
god with the face of a monl<:ey, who is related to the north 
star--a god in the form of a bat, althour,h the bat is more 
common to the inscriptions than to the codices. Ixchel 
is another goddess who plays a minor part. She is the 
goddess of the rainbow and perhaps Itzamna's wife. ·,~.· he jade 
carvers, weavers, and decorators of cloth also had their 
1 Brinton, op. cit., pp. 63 and 64. 
2 Ibid., P• 64. 
3 Ibid. ,_12J2• 6 3 and 6 ·:!: ;___lill_h_allhz.B_,_O-'fl-•---Cit-•-,-----P~-·-39-&i-l'l-<'l----40r~;----------­
the classification of the last group of minor gods and 
goddesses are taken from Schellhas. 
···o 
more or less deified patronesses. 1 
Turning from the human element in the codices one is 
immediately struck by the rictures of a number of animals 
and birds. Closer inspection has caused the authorities to 
believe that these animals are of a religious and mythological 
nature, for they are pictured with each other and certain 
gods in a varying number of places and positions that · 
still have enough in common to make it possible to determine 
the god with which they are particularly associated, and 
their specific !'unctions. 
For example; the moan bird, a member of the :t'alcon 
family, belongs to the death god, god A or Apuch. He is usually 
in attendance upon tho. t god. In one instance he is ::,ic tured 
<:.tS sitting upon the head of a woman, thus indicating that 
she is deed, or about to die. Again we find god B (Itzarnna, 
the god of life) sitting upon the moan bird showing the 
power of life over death. 2 Undoubtedly this bird was chosen 
as an omen of ill because he was a killer, a bird of prey. 
1 Spinden, Ancient Civilizations of Ivlexico, p. 96. 'l1l;.e same 
author also gives an excellent description of the work 
of correlating the gods as presented in the codices and 
inscriptions; in Ilea bodY: I·.Tus eum l!iemoirs, vol. 6, pp. 61-76. 
2 Schellhas, "Representation of the Dei ties of tl1e Ji:aya 
r.Januscripts", PeabodY: riiuseum Papers, vol. 4, p. 41. 
.. '\ 
Forstemann believes him to be the symbol of the Pleiades. C( 
Seler thinks of him as as soc ia ted with rain and clouds. 1)rYton 
seems to be in agreement with all three. 1 See figure 10, 1. 
The horned owl, because he is a bird of night and 
darkness is associated with the gods of death and war, 
symbolizes clouds, inauspicious events, and his horns are 
frequently featured as decoration for the headdress of 
Kulculcan to indicate the departing sun and night. The 
number 13 seems to be related to the owl, and he may represent 
d 2 the 13 day period in the calen ar. 
The vulture is pictured in the codices, with apparently 
two ;f the specie being represented, the black vulture, and 
3 the king vulture. 
The king vulture is done in blaclc and white. 'l'he head and 
upper part of the neck are unfeathered except for ntmerous, 
short, almost bristle-like 1)lumules. 'rhese naked r_~ortions 
are often colored red. A distinguishing feature, probably 
employed to differentiate the king vulture from the black 
vulture, is a squarish, fleshy nrotuberance at the base of 
the upr-~er ramus of the beak. 'J.'he king vulture's mythological 
character is shown by the presentations where the bird's 
head is placed upon the human body. He is depicted with 
females in a number of places, arid takes part in ceremonies 
1 Brinton, A Primer of I.layan HieroglyJ?hics, p. 74. 
2 Ibid., p. 73. 
3 Ibid. 
of baptism and narn2.ng of infants. 1 See figure 10, 4. 
The black vulture has the same general shape as the 
king vulture, but the t'fleshy protuberance" is not present 
on the bb\K. He is :cic tured with a number of gods, B, D, 
and c, and usually appears in connection with death and in 
the role of a bird of prey. A deer offered as a sacrifice 
is being devoured by this bird of darkness and grief, and 
he even stoops so low as to devour the corn tho t the !·:!aye 
had laboriously sown. 2 
The leaf-nosed bat is one of the matnmalia that appear 
' to have certain mythological rights, and ·though he occurs in 
the oodioes only a few times, he is pictured quite freouently 
in the inscriptions. 3 His supernatural powers seem to be 
very limited, however, and the question as to whether or not 
he should be listed among the mythological manunals has caused 
considerable discussion. Of course the representations of 
the bats all show the prominent nose leaf that distinguish 
this specie of vampire bat. 'J..'he fact t:1at one cf the J.Tayan 
months (Zotz, which means bat) is named for this animal, and 
the glyph which represents the month of Zotz prominently 
shows the nose leaf of the vampire, would seem to indicate 
that the bat should be placed in the Mayan pantheon. Bats 
1 Tozzer and Allen, "Animal .l!'igures in the !'ITaya Codices", 
Peabody M:useum Pape~, vol. 4, pp. 329-331. 
Ibid., pp. 331-334. 
3 Schellhas, op. cit., p. 45. 
~'1 
were probably associnted with Xibilba, the ruler of the un-
derworld because of tl1eir preference for cavGs and dark 
chambers as his l"'.abi tat. 1 
Before leaving the field of flying area turcs ;:e should 
discuss a bird of great beauty that is claimed to belo~g 
to the I':iayan pantheon by some 1vri ters, while others seem a 
little uncertain on this T-'oint. Schellhas fails to list 
the bird among those having mythological significance. 2 
Tozzer and Allen do not definitely state their opinions, 
but seem to be in favor of a mythological relationship for 
the quetzal. 3 'l,hey point out that the quetzal is a bird 
of brilliant metallic-green color with a straight, stiff, 
uprigl1 t crest and be a 1 :.tifulJy curv._ d, eJ.one;a ted tail feathers 
thc.t served remarkably well ac decoration for headdresses, 
capes, and general decoration. In r:::.any inscriptions 
beautiful effects are gained by the decorative use of the 
c,raceful sweep of quetzal :L'ea til8rs worn in the headdress oi' 
some GOd., ruler, or warrior. 'l'ht; ur.:;e of the plumage of this 
bird was forbidden to the common people, and wr,s reserved for 
nobility and priests. Its fe~thers are the ones usually 
associated with the feathered serpent thnt so often represents 
1 Tozzer and Allen, op. cit., pp. ~6~ and 36G. 
2 Schellhas, op. cit., pp. 41-45. 
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codices .c;od B and tite eer_pent o.::::-e s!J.oc·m to:;othel' ·ui t:t son.e 
or ';:L_tcr. t~.1e D:r·ecden Code:: :_,od J is 
9iotured holdin,_ a s;1eJce in uc.t ::1~. In Cortestc.nus Cocl.e:: :_·oc\ ::: 
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pent. 
2 Schellhas, oy. cit., )• 42. 
3 Tozzer and Allen, op. ('I-; .L 
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Codex are inclosed in spaces made by intertwining snakes' 
bodies, and in the Cortesian Codex four large reptiles 
aprear in connection with a few lities of duy signs. 1 
The dog is the symbol of the death god, god A, and the 
bearer of liehtnins. ijhen fulfilling his capacity as the 
companion of god .:~. the dog v:ears the Lkbal sign on his head, 
see figure 10, 3, and when burdened with lightning we find 
the ~~~ sign in the eye instead of on the foreheod. Just 
as every dog must have his day, according to Dn old saying, 
2 the 1\:!ayan dog of the codices has .9.£ as his day. 
Wherever the jaguar ranges it is considered as the most 
dreaded of carnivorous mamals; it is therefol"e oui te natural 
that the Kayes held it in great awe, and used it as a symbol 
of strength and courage. Its depiction sets it apart from 
the dog because of its claws, short ears and long tail, the 
tip of which is characteristically black. The body of the 
jaguar is marked by black soorts scattered over the body 
or there is a line· of them dovm the back. 'l'he teeth are 
often prominent. See figure 10, 5. The mythological character 
of the jaguar is shown by his association with the gods of the 
four cardinal points, by his attack on god F. In the Dresden 
Codex he is carried, in one instance, upon the back of a 
priest probably to represent one of the year bearers. 'l'he 
• 
l T .:lA, , · "~. ' 1 """' ' tl · 1..1 C d . 11 
------.1.o_zzer-anU- ~en,_____:_:_,t.,.nuna ----.J:!_lg_ur_es_ln_ .:UL.- ~:_a.y-a_o_ l_c_es_, ___________ _ 
Pea.body: Museum Papers, vol. 4, pp. 314 and 315. 
2 Schellhas, "Representation of Dei ties of the I\1aya ~~.ianuscripts '~ 
Peabody: Museum Papers, vol. 4, p. 42. 
day of the jaguar is Ix. 1 Turtles are cui te common in L~ayan 
inscriptions, for we find them placed around the cornice 
of the Casa de las 'fortugas at Uxrnal. r.I'he turtle is found 
associated with the toad in the rain in one place in the 
Cartesian Codex, and alone in the rain in another instance. 
1?orstemann believes him to be associated with the sign for 
co·-
..... , 
the sununer solstice when the sun seems to stand still, but it 
certainly docs not seem logical to associate the turtle with 
the sun at its summer's height in one case, and then again 
with rain that is co1nr.1only associated with winter. 2 
Aside from the animals dealt with above many others are 
presented in the codices. Some of them probably have a 
somewhut mythological natura, but the majority are pictured 
as animals for sacrifice or as a part of some more important 
composition, and are depicted in natural aspect. Some insects 
are also present--the bee for example, which may also have 
mythological connections. Brinton believes the bee represents 
3 Venus. 
A further perusal of tl1e animals and insects yields the 
following list; Centipede, crayfish, crab, spider, scorpion, 
several kinds of fish, iguana, crocodile, turkey, eagle, 
blue and red macaw, woodpecker, raven, opossum, armadillo, 
• 
1 Tozzer and Allen, op. cit., pp. 355-358. 
----=2~r-btd., pp. 3t:n-3m-.----------------------------
3 Brinton, Primer of I~.:ayan Hieroglyphics, p. 75. 
.. 
deer, peccary, tapir, TJUma, bear, coyote, and monkey. 1 
Raving reln ted the names and tunc tions of the !:iayan gods 
rnd mythological animals it quite naturally follows thet the 
administrators of the numerous religious festivals and 
rites should be mentionsd. 
'rhe nayan priesthood r:cs composed of members of both 
sexes in goodly nunntity, for they are pictured in both the 
in::;criptions and codies as taking part in numerous ceremonies. 
'l,11e 1 i t i t d t tl i 1 d tl b'l't earn ng was res r c e o 1 s c ass an 1e no 1 1 y. 
rrhe priests often rose to a place of prominr::nce J.n state 
affairs, while the o i vil authorities took part in all tl1e more 
important religious ceremonies. Such religious activities 
2 
would serve to strengthen the position of the temporal powers • 
As has been stated previously in this chapter, all the deities 
had special religious ftmctions in their honor, presided over 
by the priests with all the pomp and ceremony that they could 
summon. In addition, practically all of the gods and goddesses, 
and animals vd th nythological relations, were made tlle presid-
ing deities over certain days of the calendar. On this day 
the god in question received the homage of the Eayan people 
in a fitting ceremony. 
The o~estion aL!ays arises as to what could have caused 
the rapid decline of the l~yan culture when they had had 
1 
___ ____.'r~. r:~, 7~.Z~.G_.r__:'?_nL'w~1-en___l!i:.cn-i-rtle-l li"'-1-gu-rl':Js-.L-n----th el'':a ya Cod i c e s " , 
reabody =~useurn I'apers, Vol. 4, :o. 285. 
2 Drinton, op. cit., p. 68 
,~, '7 
such a highly centralized GOVernment, a religious system thet 
could induce the cons~ruction of such a highly centralized 
government, a relic;ious system thet could induce the con-
struction of such marvelous works of art and architecture, 
and a knovvledce of astronomy and mathetios; all tending to 
point to the remarkable intellectual attainments of the 
r·.:Iayas that, it would seem, would aid them to avoid the 
catastrophe that befell their race. 
did Egypt, Greece, and Rome. 
y t 
e ' they did fall, es 
The the)tories advanced to w.coount for the downfall of 
the Eayas are almost as r,mny and as varied cs those ~~,ut 
forvmrd for the more familiar case of Rome. '.l.'he disintegre.-
tion of this group has been attributed to floods, intertribal 
and city \':ar:.:-; 1 earthquakes, yellow fever, malaria, drought, 
and other pestilences. 1 
To this ever-increasing list the v1ri ter would like to 
add the cause that he believes to be one of the most important 
fact.ors, namely, religion. 
Religion, it is true, was the greatest motivating force 
during the Mayas' creative period of development, and was 
certaiijlY a prominent cause of their retrogression, yet there 
is another side to the story of tl1e functions of the idols and 
vast religious establishments of the Jl:1ayan cities. 
Under the undisputed control of an organized body of 
1 Mason, "Riddles of Cur Own Egypt 11 , g~ntury, vol. 107, pp. 
43-59. 
wide influence, and a religious and political system, hoary 
Dith age, the veople doubtle~s believed themselves working 
for the co~non good, and in obedience to the deities whose 
reality and authority were constantly impressed upon them. 
They had no mee.ns of arriving at a correct knoriledge of the 
truth that the gods of the entire patheon were mere fictions 
and that the revered priesthood, althoue;h the embodiment of 
the hie,hest wisdom, t:~e promoters c'f le~;"1rnine;, and the con-
servators of moral standards, was at the same time a body 
of organized parasites. 'rheir authority was susteined by 
the cunning use of stone images and a complex system of 
festivals connected with the priestly interpretations of 
the powers of the gods. It was inevitable that the ever-
{ c 
growing· requirements bf the priestly body in carrying for·<:ard 
their ambitious schemes should absorb the energy and resources 
of the people in increasing amounts. Not only did they spend 
more and more energy in ouarry:Lng, hevling, transporting , 
building, carving, providi~~g, and worshiping, but they h:_ d to 
carve, repair, end rebuild in an ever-losing strugele agaiEst 
an ambitious priestcraft. Soon the people became so impover-
ished that the authority of the priesthood and demands of 
• 
the gods could no longer elicit a response. Disintegration 
end decay set in. Floods, war, pestilence or some like 
catastrophe may have aid ·d in precipitating disaster, but 
the seeds of decay were inherent in the system which placsd 
unlimited power in the hands of alledged representatives of 
('(' 
the gods, as they are inherent in every organization and 
structure of whatsoever kind that involves the long-
continued, ever-grovvinc;, and unrequi t8d v:aste of the energies 
and resources of a people. 
The same religion that had furnished conception, energy, 
skill, and applied design to stone, taught its devotees 
th~t their gods loved beauty as well as the essential. Then 
,too, lines, forms, and colors were pler:sing to man. Pleasure 
in the work itself added to the religious· fervor with which 
the men worked, desired to excell, and the facination of 
creating. Thus were the Mayas led irrevocably on until a 
disheartened neople, goaded on by some final calamity, aband-
oned their structures and culture to the irrespressable 
juligle that soon buried ti~em beneath the fast-growing flora 
of a tropical climate. 
t~n had again failed to establish an enduring social 
structure, because he had allowed the power that should have 
been delegated to the many to become wholly concentrated 
in the hands of a few ambitious, irresponsible persons who 
desired to gain their own selfish ends rather than work 
for tho good of their civilization • 
• 
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